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LOOKING AFTER ONE'S OWN.
As a general rule do uiau will succeed
well iu a business in which be bus uo inHOLT & BARNES,
terest—in which he does not feel a
«I « ouu.rllors at Law,
lllora')·
p!e curable sense i>f satisfaction when
SoRWAT. MaLVK tbe work was completed, whether the
Hathaway Block.
work occupy the entire day or an hour.
It is doubtful if many succeed who
Λ PARK,
i| KK1UCK
cannot give their own persoual attenat
Law,
tion.
Some men branch out in poultry,
Attorneys
iu farming or stock breeding, who dur·
MAINS.
BfcTHBL.
Park.
business
C.
hours ctn give no attention
R'lery
ing
Herrick.
•<^n κ. Herrtck.
A l'Uson E.
to the matter iu question, but are obliged
to delegate the matter of care and attenWOODBURT, A.M., M. D..
tion to other bands.
Whoever findeth a
w ife, tlndeth a good
thing, is the gist
Physician & Surgeon,
of the scriptural saying, but he who
MAI NIC.
SOUTH PARIS,
rinds a man that will look carefully after
Street.
14
High
residence,
his employer's interest as his own has
offi. e an!
found a treasure.
MiSBKK S PARKM,
There is a sense of satisfaction in
at Law,
I
looking after the stock one owns.
Attorneys and Counsellors
know
a young man who owned a
MAINE.
promRl'MFuRD FALLS,
trotter.
a
He
loved
ising young
good
Departineni.
A special Collection
horse and enjoyed driving one.
His
Ralph T. Parker
Blsl>ee,
beor*e I).
business interests demanded most of his
time, aud he placed his colt in a trainer's
L. Bl'CK,
bands.
1 do not know that the trainer
was not as capable and efficient as the
Surgeon Dentist,
I do not know that his
average man.
MAINE.
SOCTH PARIS,
charges were excessive, but I do know
work warranted.
best
that about the time tbe colt was ready
All my
to race her owner disposed of her at a
A SOS.
JUNES
P.
sacrifice
price, saying that he did not
, ,ΕΟΚύΚ
care to keep horses for some other felU
Dentists,
low to have all the fun, and I think his
MAINE.
sentimeuts are felt by many who do not,
NORWAY,
1(X« Main St.
perhaps, so summarily dispose of their
interests.
u. park.
The boy who exhibits a pen of poultry he has fed and cared for, a calf or a
Auctioneer,
colt that wins the blue ribbon, feels a joy,
Licensed
MAINE.
λ keen sense of
satisfaction which the
SOUTH PARIS.
man who has merely bought a herd or a
Term» Moderate
stud of horses .can never feel.
The one
knows his money has purchased stock
r. smith,
that can win, but some one else has
Attorney at Law,
created by years of careful breeding, and
MAINE
has made tbe animals fit by personal atNORWAY,
tention ; and it is that one who feels the
Collection· · specialty.
Home B ock.
true thrill of pleasure.
Tbe stable boy who feels elated when
S. HARLOW,
his equine charge is winning, or shows
Attorney at Law,
depression in his countenance when the
MAINE.
borse is losing, has as much, perhaps
DIIFIELD,
more, to do with success or failure than
the man whose money has purchased or
The
the one whose brain has created.
arrest
Trie .v v.· vn iunt will be paid for the
one had the mind to
breed an animal
tl' ti of any uer«on guilty of breaking
which could wiu, the other had capital to
ά— of the Paris Grange horse
i·· !:i ii,· wli.
provide all the necesssary paraphernalia,
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NOTICE.
The •mba-rllier hereby gives notice that he has
i«en dulv appointed executor of the last will
in·: testament of
I \ xl'UING, late of Rrowntleld,
il Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
;«ι·
.iw directs.
•i the estate of said decease·! are
'Mr*·· to present the saine for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment

^

Immediately.

CLAYTON

Mar. 1th. Γ.«·1.

Ε. SPRING.

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has
een lu.y 11'pointed administratrix of the estate
of
WILLIAM G GIVEN, late of Hebron,
la the County of oxford, decease·!, and given
All persons having
:* directs.
•Itnun·!· against the estate of said ·leoease· 1 are
'leslre-1 to present the same for settlement, and
ail indebted thereto are requested to make payment

Immediately.
l*h, 1901.

MAT E. GIVEN.

Mar

NOTICE.
Th.· subscriber hereby gives notice that he
been duly appointed administrator of the
ttelilU* if
LLMRR K. RoBBINS, late of Woodstock,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bond» as the Uwr directs. All persons having
leman m against the estate of said decease·!
m (Haired to present the same for settlement,
tad all Indebted thereto are requested to make
a*··

<

payment immediately.
Mar. luth, l:«d
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execution wherein Wilson Tlsdale of

(Julrcy In the county of Norfolk and common
»··4 th of Ma-sac h usetta Is plaintiff and the Cantun Co-operative i reamery Association of Canton

I

la «id county of >xford 1* defendant, and will
be sold by pubUe auction on the f.urth (4th) day
of May, Λ l>. 1901, at two (i) of the clock in the
afternoon. « the office of John P. Swa^ey in said
Canton. al the right In e<|Ulty which the Canton
Co-operative Creamery Association had on the
*th Uv of l>,«eaiber, A. D. laOO, at nine of the
cwk an live minutes In the forenoon to redeem
the fo.lowing described mortgage·! real esttte,
♦ttuated In (. anion aforesaid, to wit: a certain
lot of land with the buildings thereon, situate·!
oo the westerly side of the road leading from
CanUir. to BrettuD's Mills so-called, bounded and
Iwcribed a* follows : On the east by said road,
on the so th by land of Oscar Hay foil and on
Said
the we-t by land of Wilder O. Hay ford.
"*1 e»tau· is subject to a mortgage given bv said
Canton Co operative Creamery Association to
•al·! Wilson Tlsdale and recorded In Oxford
Count
Kexlstry of Deeds, book 3b3, page 129,
ι·η which is »a!d to be due about Eight Hundred
*»·' forty eight dollar·.
l>ated at said Cantou March 12th, 1901.
R A. BARROWS, Deputy Sheriff.
NT ATE OF MAI5E·

9

Coc»t* or oxruKu.

Cowmtt Treasurer's Ofhck,
South Parte, Maine, Feb. 28, 1901.
The following lut containing the aggregate
kniount of cortts allowe·! In each criminal case as
*u<tlte·! and allowe·I at the February term 1901.
of the Court of County commissioners for said
County of < »xfor<l and specifying the court or
magistrate that allowe·! the same and before
whom the cane originated is published in accordance with the provisions of Sec. 1» of Chap.
11* and of Sec. 12 of Chap. 13B of the Revised
statute» of the Stato of Maine :
buore
»»

Norway municipal
H. C. DAVIS, JUlHiE.

court,
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I Daughter 1
Two young persons stood on the side
of a Welsh mountain one afternoon
The sweet faced
casting shadows.
girl evidently belonged to Cymry. The
tall, compactly built young fellow was
ns distinctively an Englishman, about
28 years of age.
The two made a picture such as Millais would have liked to paint The
girl, who was not more than 19, had
a refinement that blended well with au
exquisite type of rustic beauty. Her
soft cheeks were browned by the sun.
It seemed to have tinged with the
same hue the light wavy hair which
was brushed back and caught in a
great knot low down on her neck. Her
bead drooped slightly like a sun warmed flower.
The young fellow towered above her,
and as he looked down on his companion, despite the troubled earnestness of
his glance, he could not but note how
the sun turned her curling eyelashes to

gold.

There was undisguised trouble on
both their faces, which seemed so singularly misplaced there that it lent a
pathos to the two as they stood alone
on the breezy mountain side. It would
have moved the most casual beholdei

to wonder, If not to
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But promise
this be final. I will go.
month's
that you will give a
me
thought to this, whatever it may be,
and that you will write to me then and
tell me your decision. That is not too
'much to ask. Will you?"
"Yes; I will do that," she replied aftmoment's hesitation. "Goodby."
He drew her toward him, and, though
at first she hung back, at last she suffered herself to be taken into his arms
and with an almost sacramental grace
received the kiss of hie lips.
Then, breaking away, without another look or word she hurried over the
mountain side toward the little village. With his bands behind his back,
bis face showing strong rebellion
against so bard a fate, the stalwart
er a

fellow remained motionless, watching
her retreating figure.
Two months before this scene Ivor
Wareham had brought to the little
Welsh village the remains of a youug
fellow with whom he had gone through
At Rhys'
a campaign in the Sudan.
funeral the clear, thrilling voice of
Olwen bad stirred his heart by Its
He had come to
know' the young girl and had found
In her soul the same clear, sweet, symquality which bad moved him

searching sweetness.

pathetic

in her voice.

but unalterable

^

tenderly

of life, with Its burdens, Its Joys, Its
cross purposes, filled her young soul
with a dreadful heaviness, while the
glow and solace of a religious temperament had steadfast possession of her

But be has left tbe word of
"Yee.
The light
bis priesthood with him.
of his message is guide to our feet
I seem to see the glory of tbe new Zlon
shining across the sea and calling me,
calling me. The abiding place of the
saints, the land of promise they reclaimed from the wilderness after
their wanderings, like tbe Israelites of
old, through the desert —It Is there,
Olwen, with Its flowing streams of
clear water, its waving trees. Its plentiful frultfulness for the saints whom
the Lord has sealed to himself. In it
I can see the great temple that is rising
It Is far to go. but
to him In its glory.
It Is peace and the will of the Lord.
Olwen. we shall be hBppy, child, and
our lives will go on like a full stream
of peace and gladness. You will come
to hear the word of his messenger and

j
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"Father, has he gone?" ehe asked.
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think it Is right to take such a stand? somewhat apart from the village on
Do you think I will go away from the slightly higher ground. A rugged man
girl I love, especially after she has of 00. with a Bbort. grizzled beard, was
told me that she loves me, merely be- sitting In a chair, his dim blue eyes
cause she says she cannot be my wife? seeming to view something afar and
You do not know me. I shan't do It mystic.
He recalled himself with a
I value my happiness too much."
sigh at his daughter's approach. She
The girl shrank Into herself as he drew a footstool near his elde aud,
mentioned her father and drew away seating herself on It, took big brown
Then she slowly wrinkled hand in her own. looking
from him a little.
The mystery
raised her eyes, in whose clear blue
into his face.

strengthening

\

OO

She was the only child of Gwylm
Her mother had been sleepGwent
ing in the little graveyard for a year,
and Olwen had been tbe one prop of
Ivor
her father in his bereavement
Wareham had lingered, had come to
know the girl well and had loved her.
Only yesterday he bad told her this,
and she had confessed her own love for
him.
Today she bad told him they
The words the young fellow must part and refused to tell him why.
clear.
spoke referred to the cause of it all.
Small wonder that he was vexed and
"I cannot understand this, Olwen," incapable of accepting the situation.
"You say you He felt that if he complied with her
he said reproachfully.
love me and in the same breath tell me wish and departed when left alone to
I must go away and give up all thought think upon It she must relent and
of you; that we cannot marry. It is send him a favorable message before
Impossible to think of you In any com- the month was ended.
plication that can hinder this. I know
Olwen made her way mournfully
your father would uot object Do you back to a small cottage that stood

CLIPPINGS.
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and fed that it will mature and be ready
for market when not more than two
be
years old, and if this condition can
attained at an earlier age the choicer
will be the beef and the more fancy will
be the price obtained.
as uaught.
When farmers were compelled because
There are a good mauy who have of market demands to
keep steers until
Some
«tarted in the poultry business.
two and three years old before they were
bave continued, aud some have fallen by considered fit for the feed lot, there was
ibe wayside. 1 believe tbere is no reason not the same incentive to raise stock of
why any one may not succeed who will the best grades as now. The scrub
give the requisite care and attention.
steer must be boarded until he is of size
The man who thinks a ben is a hen and
weight sufficient for the mirket. It
and one as good as another has Dot paid is a
many times if he does not
question
He will be
proper attention to details.
to the slaughter pen leaving an ungo
sore when he fails to wiu prizes, and
paid board bill. Then if steers can be
will not be able to see why his egg finished for market at from eighteen
basket is not as well filled as that of his months to two
year* old, the farmer
ueighbor.
doesn't have to wait so long for returns.
1 have seeu men who would call a cow
These are phases of stock raising that
a cow, and could uot understand why
farmers should give intelligent considerwould
animal
which
they
any lop-sided
ation, for they do affect the profit and
buy from a neighbor's yard would not loss question.
ui:tke the same amount and quality of
The high-priced bull may, if many
butter as the thoroughbred Jersey whose calves are
being raised, in a much short■ability at the pail or tbe churn had been er time than is thought, pay his own
orought about through years of careful price in baby-beef calves.
breeding.
Breeding is the basis of the baby beef,
Happily such are few aud far between. but feeding is* au equally important
more
The farmer is getting every year
problem. Don't provide but one condi>nd more iu touch with wh it the market tion for
baby beef and expect paying
more
inwith
is
aud
striving
demands,
results.
He
atiud.
dem
that
to
supply
tensity
Calves which are selected for manutends the meetings of his grange, and
facturing baby beef should have good
the
of
medium
the
agricultural
through
When they come most
constitutions.
to his
press. Let him attend as strictly
feeders advise letting them run with
busiuess, let him look after his own, and their dams for six or seven mouths.
his successful future is assured.—Turf, From weaniug time until ready for marFarm and Home.
ket they are treated as steers, though
when weaned they must kuow bow to
HON. A W. GILMAN.
eat shelled corn, oats, bran, oil meal,
Among the men prominent in the pub- and all foods that will make a good
lic life of tbis state, and fairly entitled to calf.
he called a representative farmer, is Mr.
This baby-beef calf must be fed all he
Born in
A. W. Oilman of Foxcroft.
will eat anil he must be a good eater;
home
made
his
has
he
in
is
that town
1347,
yet be must be fed so that his appetite
there during all the succeeding years, never satiated, hence he must have a
■«ud is one of its honored and respected variety of foods.
In corn regions, corn
citiz os, alive to its welfare and identi- will be the principal food, but there are
fied with all its best interests, having also many varieties of grass and clover
of
held nearly all the k'adiug town offices.
hay, also graius; and the purchase
He was also »up?riuteudeut of schools oil meal in moderation may pay in the
in
for many years; his own experience
making of baby beef. This, as all otber
(eachit>K leading him to take that intel- farm problems, must be conducted in acwell
which
school
the
iu
ligent interest
cord with environment, but if rightly
tilted him for a position involving their understood, the raising of baby beef
of
record
A
forty-seven
interests.
should be a profitable branch of farmschools over which he has presided as ing.—Mirror and Farmer.
teacher, aud eleven successive terms
taught in his uative town, is something
CORN AND PORK.
As
of which au ν man might be proud.
How many pounds of pork, as reprea
trustee of Foxcroft Academy, he has
sented in a live hog, does a bushel of
constant iuterest in the education and
corn represent, is a question which has
welfare of the young.
It has heen the cusarisen.
His sterling worth and ability have frequently
tom in past years to count a bushel of
been recognized outside his native place,
as equivnlent to ten pounds weight
md he most successfully tilled various corn
Doubtless this mav be a
on the of the anitu »1.
important offices, hiviug been
fair approximation, under careless feedand
1880
of
1890,
commissions
valuation
such as turning the animals into the
md also on the board of county com- ing,
or other
In fact he Held to help themselves to corn,
missioners for several years.
But careful feeding
wasteful methods.
*as chairm <u of that body when the
results.
rebuilt, may bring far more important
present county buildings were
Mr. C. G. N»-ff of Cincinnati is intermd had charge of the work.
ested with hi.* brother in farming operaMr. Oilman is an all-round, practical,
oeKr
Yellow Spriugs, Greene
tions
successful farmer, owntug a Une farm of
Ohio On Dec. 13 they weighed
200 acres, purchased by his own earn- County,
to a hunch of tiftv hogs, and again weighed
ings, every acre of which Is utilized
The gain for
them on Dec. 20 and 28.
advantage, and on which he has er« cted
the corn fed during the first period was
found
be
as
can
of
a
set
as tine
buildings
14 S-10 pounds in weight
He carries a herd of 29 an average of
in rural Maine.
bushel of corn, and for the second
per
extensively
and
quite
engages
ctttle,
a
gain of 15 3-4 pounds per
in dairying, but is a believer in mixed period
In the first instance, calculatline bushel.
farming. Raising horses is another
value of
attention. ing hogs at $4 GO, the feeding
to which he has given some
the corn was 08 1-2 cents per bushel, and
He has a large tlock of sheep and twelve
at $4.65 for hogs,
all made to iu the second instance
to dfteen swine, which are
the result represented 70 3-4 cents for
Mr. Gilman believes in modern
pay.
The market value of corn at the
corn.
methods, md is confident that agricultsime time was 32 cents per bushel. This
best
the
of
one
occupais
ure iu Maine
of what
make Is an interesting illustration
tions for young men who want to
can be realized in converting
in
theories
hie
profits
out
works
He
a living.
Price
ideas on grain into fat animals.—Cincinnati
practice, and has no high-flown
Current.
the subject of farming which are not
In short, he
common sense.

backed by
is a Yankee farmer, intelligent, businesslike and alive to the importance of

OO
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Keep the kind of cows that are adapted
the agricultural work of
State »s.
to your purpose.
the state. This is the man who has been
of AgricultThe good dairy cow should be a reaWt»"kK RUMFURU KALLS MUNICIPAL COURT, nominated as Commissioner
his duties Jau. 1, sonably easy milker.
G. WILLARU JOHNSON, JUlKtE.
ure, and will come to
94 40
........
State vs. Intox. Lluuor.
to organize the depart24 70 1902, prepared
The circular silo made of good hard
James l>risc 1!
a strong
ment for efficient service and
Intox. Lluuor
wood staves is cheapest and best.
Farmer.
#93
movement.—Maine
forward
Billy Ryan...... .............. 11 73
John Hinds.
The time and place to salt butter is in
W
John Kenney
MAINE BUTTER STILL HONORED.
the churn when the butter is in well15 4Ï
I»btU1 Christie
14 23
We announced last week the high washed granules and rather wet.
Jacob Charlton
14 34
Geo. Sears.
of a gold medal won by Maiop
4 4t) honor
For 182 days, or half a year, an averIntox. Lltjuor
national creamery
*35 butter at the St. Paul
Intox. Llijuor
Jersey cow will require about sii
Boston
age
The
440 buttermakers* convention.
lutox. L'i|Uor.
of silage, allowing for unavoidabl<
tons
M
*
Produce
York
of the New
Intox. Liquor
4 tit correspondent
waste.
...........
the
on
Intox. Liquor
to
say
Review has the following
4 4i
..............
Intox. Lluuor...
14 24 matter :
Fifteen feet iu diameter and 30 feel
Edwd. H. I'eters
10 *s
here
among
Such a silo wll
Jos. Fletchrr
was
Is a good size.
"There
great rejoicing
deep
51'
Maine but- hold about 200 tons of silage cat in half'
Stolen Goods...
those who are interested in
Intox. L'uuor
that an exhibit inch lengths.
5 5!
ter, when they heard
Stolen G od·
4 3c
off the gold
Intox. Liquor
1
from that state carried
To know how to mike use of what w<
Intox Liquor
cream butter on a
10 1! medal for gathered
a vital point, And if we can makt
lg
intox. Liquor...
know
the
that
This proves
4 Si
score of 91 points.
Intox. Liuuor
other fellow knows w< 1
the great im use of what some
12 !·'
Andrew McGee
claims recently made for
benefited.
more
still
l®a
are
in
achieved
Thoe. Flu patrlck
Maine has
10» provement which
W. G. Morris
not
a 4 1 the manufacture of butter were
A cow should be allowed to go drj
Levi Jennings.
1
»*
foundation. The surpris* about a month before calving, to glv<
Alex Rlcharte
without
!
good
W
Chas. Mahoaey
her time to rest and recuperate, durinj
is that the butter, after being transport
*5
intox. Liquor...
make sack which time she should be well fed.
ed about 1,700 miles, should
M ITT IM U MES.
âne record."—Maine Farmer.
Silage, and especially good corn silage
· »»
3«*te vs. Peters
when compared with dry corn fodder oi
Christie,
NOTES.
s<
FARM
93
other feeding stuff, produces results
Sears
93
Flu patrlck
as to sarprise the chemist 1
satisfactory
10 7
Charlton
cannot explain.
11 *
cows lonf ; and which chemistry
l>rlsco!l,
Cream globules made from
10 β
mat
Tale,
soil
the
cheesy
fertility by raie
Wo can keep up
W3
In milk are coated with
Fletcher
as thii
of wheat, oorn, oats •
81
more tenaciously,
crops
milk
M a honey,
big
the
in
ing
ter
th<
7 β)
Morris
clover and grass, and feed these on
substance becomes more solid.
8i
its brat
■
Jennings,
farm except the wheat, but feed
the!
711
are
making
lambs
Hinds,
οj
The pigs and
10®
Tlx ι content to stock, save every particle m »
now.
Kenney
Sell
10C appearance ο ι man j (arms
tern.
the
to
return
and
manure
Rogers,
lees numbe
Π
nor hay
?tte
of a single one means
t
11 JI loss
It U b' grain exoept «heat, no straw,
ψ
Riddle
animals next fall.
In a condense* I
11 « I of mature
that ae and every other product
Smith,
little
thing·
the
of
taking care
form.
GEO RGB M. ATWOOD,
cumulations come.
r ef OxXora Cooaty.
ttJOKK

s'

« Owylm

pity. She, so fresh,
artlessly pretty In face
girlish,
and dainty, drooping figure, should
have been a stranger to that deeply
troubled air.
He, strong, masterful,
breathing force in every line of him,
wore not so strangely that look of sadBABY BEEF.
dening doubt since be breathed also
The day of the 3-and-4-year-old steer an aggressive resentment to it
for fancy beef is passed, says The Rural
If their bodies were casting long
The beef which is most in de- shadows on the hillside, their souls
World.
mand is that of an animal that is so bred were casting shadows too. That was

^OHN

assets dec. si, 1900.
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INTERESTING THE CHILDREN IN
LIVE STOCK.
In going ttround the country among
farmers I Hod considerable complaint
from the older folks that the boys and
girl« are enxious to leave the farm, says
a writer in Breeder's Gazette. This complaint is becoming more and more general in the older and more thickly settled communities.
"Farming doeo not
pay, anyway," says one farmer I met,
"and I am sick of It." Such talk &8 this
before one's children, will naturally dishearten them, and make them craz? to
get to town to live, where nearly every*
ody wears good clothes and seems to
have a good time.
But farmers make a sad mistake when
they think they can leave a farm and
move into the'city and live almost al
their ease. One must have an extra good
position of some kind, or money in the
*>ank, to enjoy city life. And even then
very few eiijoy the increased expense of
city living, when once they thoroughly
appreciate all the hard work and worry
necessary to meet all the little bills that
quickly and mysteriously accrue before
uite knows it.
A small farm, fairly
fertile, with good buildings and nearly
or quite paid for. furnishes a far better
liviog for the energetic, healthy farmer,
for the amount of money invested than
the same money invest^ in almost any
enterprise in the city. It is well for our
young people on the farm to understand
and appreciate this generally accepted
fact.
Farmers should encourage their children to take more interest in farming. If
the farmer himself is contented with
farm life, and
practices progressive
methods, the children will become interested in scmething on that farm, whether
it be fruit, dairying, live stock or husbandry. Nearly all children love aniBut some boys
mals, especially sheep.
lose all interest in the farm when the
father keeps scrub cattle, scrub sheep,
It is disheartscrub horses and swine.
ening to go around the country and see
the miserable scrub stock some farmers
Why do they do it?
persist in keeping.
It costs no more to keep and feed wellthe
feed is more ecobred stock, and
nomically assimilated and elaborated Into
In fact, it is far
milk, flesh or wool.
cheaper and more profitable to feed wellbred stock, for far better results are almost invariably
secured, even from a
view.—Mirror and
money point of
Farmer.

1· solicited. Addreee all communications In
tended for this department to H Kit Μ Τ L». Ham·
mon υ, Agricultural Editor Oxford Democrat
Parla. Me.

'lies unit ·1τ11ιβ made and
strew-, tape,
and Uireshjng uu
Sewing, mowing
all kin· Is. presses, «uns, pie
pump# of etc·, neatlv and promptly reknives, traps,
lone to order.
steam m I ««r piping
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fV'ith his lunula behind his back, he rtτmiincd motionless.
will reel as I do. my child."
decision. She tixed tbem on him witb
A slight tremor ran through the girl.
the simplest frankness as she replied, a She pressed the poor old band to her
little hurriedly and In a low voice:
loft cheek. It was so hopeless. Still
"Ivor, whatever coiues you know Ibe must make one efTort, the last for
met
that 1 shall never regret having
her own life's happiness.
You know that 1 would suffer
you.
"Father. God Is as near you here as
double the pain if 1 could turn all of It
In the world. Why leave our
anywhere
from you. If 1 tell you so truly tbnt home?
forsake mother up there
Why
on
you cannot love me," she went
in the graveyard and go to strangers
Into
flush
stole
a
pink
bravely, though
of whom we know nothing? Stay here,
ber expressive face, "more than 1 do father, and worship as you like. Do
to
me
to
seem
Do
you. It Is because you
not take this dreadful Journey.
bave a right to know that you bave not take me
away."
without
heart
not given me your noble
The old mau shook his bead gently,
receiving mine In return. And yet," and the
faraway look came more deepshe continued firmly, "1 hope sincerely
ly Into his tired eyes. He stroked her
that you will find some otber true girl
hair thoughtfully.
whom you will marry and who will
"Child. It Is the kingdom of the
to
a
credit
be
and
Joy,
bring you pçace
salntR. the holy Salem to the elect of
old
name,
tine
well
ehare
your
you and
the Lord. Shall we not hear his volcel
for we must part 1 do uot want you
to breathe its hallowed air and
to walk boitte with me. I have borne I long
In
You know that 1 to hear the people praise the Lord
as much as 1 can.
to
And do think, be- the new accents he has revealed
am suffering too.
will be happy there. It 1»
lieve. that we must part now forever." them. You
»
In spite of herself ber voice broke, his will."
"When do we go, father?" she asked
and the tears sprang to ber eyes, while
MofrnlnaHlv
ber girlish bosom rose and fell quickly
"We join Deacon Smith at Liverpool
wltb the stress of her emotion. The
bis band to on the 20th of the month. The othei
young man stretched forth
bave beard bis blessed
take hers, while his white forehead brethren who
we shall
wrinkled with vexation over the situa- message will be there, and
saints across sea
tion. Sbe would not take bis band, travel with the new
and land to the modern Zion."
but drew farther away.
Ivor Wareham was the eldest son ot
"Olwen." be exclaimed. "1 cannot. I
Pate brought Lord Alcester. With his future assurwill not. give yon up!
I do not care to know what ed, he had made holiday of tbe present,
me here.
from me. 1 only A true Briton in bis love for sport, be
you are concealing
in life
want you to feel as I do—that there Is bad found excitement enough
of tbe less
bnt one thing In the world tbat can without recourse to any
stand between ns now. loving each otb- wholesome diversions of many young
be that men. Kindly and courteous toward
er as we do, and tbat would
wife. I know women, be bad never felt what love
man's
another
were
you
course." be added could be until be met In tbe strong,
you are not, dear, of
movement sweet and artless truth of Olwen
as she made a spontaneous
since G went the complement of bis being.
of aversion at the thought "But
can there be to keep
All had moved as smoothly with them
you are not what
Throw away this foolish, aa If the hinges of life were oiled by
us apart?
this
notion and be your own true fate until this sudden, most regrettable

mad,

self. You are ruining my life by acting the other way."
"Listen, Ivor," she made answer. "1
am not married, and I promise you
solemnly by my mother's memory, and
her memory Is the holiest thing In life
to me, that 1 will never marry any one
but you. Tbat I am poor and of so
different a station from you I would
witb me, for I know 1
not let

w<jlgb

worthy wife and
could make you
think I could make your life happy.
But It cannot be," sbe reiterated sadly,
shaking her head, "and If you knew me
better you would know that It is hopeless to try to move tue from my purpose. It is my love for you that makes
me strong. You must go. Goodby and
God bless you. I haven't the courage
to ask you to forget me, but I am gen1
eroue enougb—not generous either.
love you enough to hope you may find
a

good wife. Goodby."
"Olwen," be said, holding llrmly the
hand she bad given In parting and
bending on ber a pleading look from

a

hi· clear but worried eyes, "do not lui

It wai that of a Welsh town. Iror bad
been to Wale·. It was so kind of him
to accompany home the remains of his
brother soldier. Bat this was. some·
thing vital. She knew he bad no relatives, no friends, In Wales. There was
a girl's letter to him from there! She

assumed that It was a girl's.
She watched her brother furtively
when he got It His look, the promptbe had witnessed a strange scene
ness with which he withdrew, leaving
which bad interested him most of alL
his breakfast almost nntasted (that
A young deacon, nephew of one of tbi
was a very significant confirmation of
bishops of the Mormon
her fears, for Ivor was as regular and principal
a farm ani- church, was unexpectedly arraigned
as
his
In
feeding
hearty
before the immense gathering of rough,
mal), was strong confirmation of her
rustic men and plain, hard featured
fears.
women for some grievous fault against
She did not see him until the afterSaints.
Then be came to her in her sit- the code of the Latter Day
noon.

and told her that he must
go. Where? He was undecided. Just
going. First to Wales. Some business
called for bis presence there. Afterward? Well, he might go to the States.
He bad never been there. Why not?
"Ivor," said Lady Thorndyke, "ha·
that girl's letter got anything to do

ting

room

with this?"
She spoke pleadingly and drew close
to him, looking up into his eyes with
an almost yearning affection.
He regarded her a moment reflectlngiy. Then he took her dainty face between bis large, strong bands and said
feelingly: "Lettle, you are a good little
sister. It bad everything to do with 4t.
It was from the girl, the woman who

"What Is the matter with the girl?"
cried Lady Thorndyke. with quick indignation. "Doewn't she love you?"
"Yes." replied Ivor slowly, "she does.
She told me so. What this trouble Is I
do not know. If I can tind her, I sbalL
If I don't—well. I won't be the first
man In the world who has had to do

fuller than ever of religious thoughts
and seemed to lose interest in every-

thing except Olwen.

way, when she sent for the doctor ah·
wanted.
It all came about in this wise:
Early last winter she was stricken
down with the grip, which left her very
weak and without appetite.
The sight of food nauseated her.

stopping,

lady with whom she was
realising that it is almost as hazardous,
to neglect the effects of the grip as the
disease itself,—the effects commonly
being a low, vitiated condition of the
A

blood, impaired digestion, loss of appetite ana strength and increased susceptibility to disease,—said she must
have a doctor.
"I asked the lady", said Mrs. Libby,
March 7th, 1900, "if she would get the
doctor I wanted. 8he said she would,
and I asked her to go and get a bottle of
Hood'· 8areaparilla. She laughed at
such an unexpected turn ; but got the
medicine ana I began taking it. My
appetite came back, I began to crow

BOYAl· BAXIWO POWPCR CO., HEW YOftIC

liis knees and bathed her face witb It
With a long sign slie at last opened
her eyes. Bending hie head, he kissed
her lips, murmuring words of endearment. With a sudden sob she threw

A Modéra Polonln·.

said the fond but wise
leaving me to go oat
Into tbe world. I have nothing to give
If
you but advice. Never tell a lie.
you wish to put one In circulation, get
It published. A lie cannot live, but it
takes one a blamed long time to fade

"My $οα,"
parent, "you

her arms about bis neck, and he felt
her long, quivering breath as be pressed her face to his in a close embrace.
Then she drew away, rose and stood
with her hand pressed to her heart The
tears were in her eyes.
"How did you come here, Ivor'*
Speak to me again. I feel as if I must
be dreaming. I was thinking of you so
hard that when I turned and saw you
I thought it must be a figment of my
would
poor, tired brain. Even that
have been grateful But It Is you. What

piecework.

"Be not overcrltlcal. Even the most
sort of a genius can tell when
the other fellow is making a fool of

ordinary

brought you here?"

himself.
"Remember that the young man, like
the angler's worm, is rather better for
being visibly alive.
"Be careful in the choice of your surroundings. Environment will do a

With an awful unfitness to the occasion the truthful answer rose In bis
mind, now bright with content and
hope, "Potatoes." But he said hurriedly: "You, Olwen. I have been rotIng around in hope of meeting you. I
felt a strange drawing to the top of
this tower for which I could not account Now I understand it But tell
me, are you well? You look pale. And
this?" be asked, touching her black
"Is your father well?"

a

For example,
a man.
flour and water in a china Jug is cream
In a pail on tbe sidewalk It is
sauce.
billsticker's paste.
"Don't forget that there's a time for
everything and that everything should
Never
be done in its proper time.
hunt for bargains in umbrellas on a

great deal for

sudden

rainy day.

If you
"You may make enemies.
know who they are, don't mention
them. Silence Is golden. It saves the
be spent
money that might otherwise
In defending a libel suit. If you don't
know who they are—well, abuse lavished on a concealed enemy is like
charity indiscriminately bestowed; it's
a
good thing wasted."—New York

Commercial Advertiser.
Treatment

tive.

own

rela-

ernacle and exhort his religious confreres to condemn this frailty of hie
own relative. Wareham saw the bristling arms, long, lank and eager, tha
were thrust up In Indorsement of the
offender's conviction. Bo far as he
could Judge, there was not one soul in
the vast assemblage who forbore to

tower of the Mormon temple which
him.
Something be could
not define seemed to draw him to It.
Yet his new disaffection for the Mor-

disgusted

fore his eyes for miles In the transparent air repaid his exertion. The smoke
from the tall chimney of a emelterfai
down the valley made a lazy blur ο
brown on the enameled blue of the.skyBehind him low, gaunt hills stood
guard over the city of the saints. Below were the green, soft spaces of th
town, with the broad, yellow streets

Intersecting them.
Suddenly he became aware that b«
was not the only one on the Momoc
tower. Off near the corner, sitting on
o.
box, ber elbow.
a
the parapet, was a young « *1 «lotted

w^odeu

Her face was so lost to hei
white hand that he could not Bee It,
and her veil hid her hair.
But there was something In the fig
furl
ore which set bis heart pumping
He felt a sudden difficulty It
In black.

ously

breathing, as If the air hadbecome
rarefied. A film spread over bis gaze
She sat motionless, lost In reverlt
and with that mournful droop to her
the like of which he had reason to re
hea
ypii too well, though It made his

could not be, and etlll he felt H

W8tooplng,
granite

he picked ft
from the floor, then let It

JJj

drop

The sitting figure raleed her bead
awakened from her dreaming by th
clatter of the .tone. Then

Pre?enJ;hebe^"™

there was a stranger
ed her face sharply round with a move
ment of surprise.
•Olwen!" he cried, with a gasp, start
tog toward her with outstwtched arms
She sprang to her feet, looked at hln
as If be had been a τΐβίοη and wlthou

ftjj-

any warning sank In a dead
He sprang forward and caught her u
A tin can half filled with wa
bl
ter itood near at band. Wetting
handkerchief In It, he eat on the rudi

hiaïrïs

box holding the

illght glrllah form

01

of

Barn·.

Burns may be ordinary, but they lose
none of their smart because of the ease
with which they are acquired. Some

All was well now.
"Ivor, my father became a Mormon
and left home to come to this strange
land. I think the utter novelty and untrust

Condemning the frailty of hU

are

out of print.
"Always read your contract A man
might consider he was getting a sinecure If he were offered a position picking blossoms off a century plant; but,
you see, be wouldn't bave a rémunéra·
tlve occupation if he were paid on

it all"
He took hie place on the rough box
and Indicated the only other thing to
sit on in the vicinity—his knee.
Witb sby yielding she placed bersolt
there and let her hand rest upon his
He put his arm about bei
•boulder.
He looked into ber
slender waist
eyes with such strong, loving ardor and

"minutée

Intelligent women an always doing
bright things, and Mrs. A. A. Libby. a
competent nurse, at Pownal, Me., did
a bright thing, and did it in a bright

Makes the food more delicious and wholesome

me

mons repelled him from this Imposing
ing a visit and received a prompt,
and
wealth
at
monument of their
come
to
him
eager response begging
be could not easily deThat
strength.
once.
It or let It alone was an IrriHe put In four or five months with cide to do
It was not absolutely tation to him.
his friend.
Mormon farmers, with their carts
cheerful. But the ble"»k wind over the
were disposing of it
sterile wastes and the rough accom- full of produce,
The tithing bouse, to
far
not
away.
mood
well,
his
fairly
suited
modations
toll in measure of
and Henderson was a perfect compan- which they paid
their earthly possessions, was near at
ion.
lank rustic who had driven
In the beginning of summer Hender- band. One
son had to leave the Green river re- up the valley was dickering with a «ο»
gion and go to Salt Lake City. Ware- tomer about a bushel of potatoes.
be
ham accompanied him. He bad found
"If he sells them, I'll go UP·
bis companionship too congenial to doesn't, I'll go away," said Ivor W arereadily forego It. The absence of Olwen ham curtly to himself. It was a happy
Gwent had assumed a place In bis thought to thus commit himself to
heart akin to a vacant chair at the chance for the solution of his Irresolute
family board. In a way he was used *
later the farmer had
to It, though his desire to remedy the
Two
vacancy was doggedly persistent.
transferred bis potatoes to the other.
They took rooms at the old Walkei Wareham started up the long «taira
It was quite a
The aualnt city, the strong- which led to the top.
House.
hold of Mormondom, Interested Ware- climb.
When he reachedtheupper
ham. The broad streets, full of dust in
floor, he was a little winded. The glorious view of the valley stretch!Ing be-

The Doctor She Wanted

Absqimuxwre

calm. "He is dead."
"How came you here? And what
are you doing?
Why did you leave,
my little one? Come, sit here and tell

A week later Ivor sailed for the
thus cry out against him.
States.
Wareham could not but feel a twinge
He bad absolutely no clew to follow.
He bad made arrangements with bit of pity for the public outcast. He
London bankers, whose address he bad thought of the lighter secular Judggiven to Olwen. Should she write to ment on the fault the culprit had comhim there be would get the letter. That mitted. The young deacon had conwas his only hope, for the chance of fessed to his sin and had with his own
running across her by accident was too voice approved of the condemnation he
demeager to be considered. As a matter received. Surely such repentance
of fact, be considered it to the degree served a helping band.
The next day was one of those exof keeping a sharp lookout on the
quisite ones which Salt Lake City
passersby In every place be went ta
He acted In a manly way with his knows, bright, crisp, with a vitalizing
He did not yield to It or sulk. touch to the pure air. In spite or it a
sorrow.
He went to social functions, to amuse- heavy cloud overshadowed Wareham s
ments, played pool with fellows at mind, It was the anniversary of the
clubs and did bis best to live up to th· day when he and Olwen had stood on
the breezy side of the Welsh mountain
duties of life as be understood them.
But It was irksome. Many a time he and she bad kissed him goodby forfound himself making the bitter reflec- ΘΥβΓ·
In the afternoon he strolled about,
tion as to bow pleasant this or that
would be if he bad ber by bis side. He while Henderson was talking with
could not taste life's pleasures now some man on business at the Walker
ilone and find savor In them. He was House. He found himself In the neightoo well balanced, too optimistic, to borhood of the temple. He looked up
give up hope. Surely a man and wo- at the square, soaring towers, unfinishman brought together as be and Olwen
ed, with a derrick and scaffolding on
Gwent bad been were not destined to the top. He felt a desire to mount there
fall In love only for their lasting sep*r and be as far separated from the town
as possible, up where he could dr nk
ration and misery I
He spent some time in New York, In onlv the pure air without mingling
went to Lenox, to Washington, and as with the people. The event of yesterhardened him against this odd
the season advanced drifted to Florida day had
and caught tarpon. As a remedy for
Usually Wareham acted promptly on
heart loneliness tarpon was as InefNow he found
a thought or Impulse.
fective as anything else.
mood in regard
Then be yearned for something with himself in a vacillating
trivial matter of climbing to the
less humanity, more nature and big to this
cbum
game. He recalled an old college
who three years ago had located himself in what was then Utah territory. He wrote Henderson suggest-

τ

"Yes," she replied, with

with a blasted life,
the best he
Lettle. Gooilby, dear."
Ivor Wareham could gather no Inkling of where Gwylm Gwent had gone
when be got to the little village In
Wales. His daughter had accompanied
him. They had sold the cottage and
the furniture and taken all the other

They evidently
things with them.
It was ten
meant never to return.
days ago. They bad stolen away as If
they did not wish to be questioned.
Wareham's Inquiries as to whether the
old man could have got Into trouble
from which be was flying was disclaimed by everybody with a vigor that
gladdened yet mystified him. Since bis
wife's death the old man bad been

Royal rss,

veil.

can

bad taken Hood's Sarsaparllla for cathe guise of family duty. When
tarrh and headache, by which she bad
been greatly troubled, and Η quickly
relieved her and, to dm her own words,
did her a world of good.
asHood'· 8arsaparilla is the medioine
her house party, and It suddenly
sumed an Importance sbe had not hith- that aota directly and peculiarly on the
three
girls blood, ridding it of all impurities and
erto attached to it The
each making it rich and abundant, aad is
were of very different types, but
unequalled for renovating
waa perfectly eligible aa the future positively
curfor and building up the whole system,
Lady Alee*ter. There waa room
ing all icrofuione diseases, eatanii,
choice.
reand
dyspepsia, kidney eomplaint,
Her brother had been with her a fort- storing health and strength after the
night when, coming down earlier thgn grip, pneumonia, and all prostrating
usual to breakfast one morning, she or debilitating sickneesea, also after
fonnd a letter awaiting him. Sbe look- scarlet fever, diphtheria, and other
disease·.
ed at the handwriting and decided that blood-poisoning
Don't fail to take Hood'· Stnap*
It waa feminine and good of Ita kind.
rilla. It will sural/do yoa good.
Kit oolckly glanced at the postmark.
wore

■he learned her brother's decision, she
promptly Invited three young girls
with their respective mammas to Join

At that time many of the most prom·
Inent Mormons were In biding. In lo*
cal parlance they had "taken to the
underground." They were those who
enjoyed or, at all events, possessed a
plurality of wives. Stringent legislation obliged them to forego this practice of polygamy or suffer the penalty
of imprisonment In the penitentiary.
The uncle of the young delinquent,
one of the highest officials In the
church, left his hiding place, braving arrest and Its consequences that he
might mount the platform of the tab-

will be my wife if I ever have one. She
wrote to tell me good by, and she bas
gone—I don't know where."

check.
His sister was married and lived In
Warwickshire. He decided to Join her
as offering the best distraction be could
think of while waiting for Olwen's letter. With all her affection. It was the strong, and now I am well and nav·
prime object of Lady Carrlngton's life not hadja bad cold this winter."
But there is more to be said.
to see her brother fitly married. SweetSome time previously, Mrs. Libby
frivolous, she bad a pride which

ly

αηπ or sJusn in winter; tne
abundance of trees, the tabernacle,
with Its oblong rounded roof like a
tortoise's back; the scrubby tithing
house and the costly ugliness of the
temple, a monstrous structure of dressed granite, rearing Its square towers,
still unfinished, In the clear, crisp air,
all diverted and dletractcd him.
On his first visit to the tabernacle
summer

persons seem to have a perfect geniua
If they strike a
for getting burned.
match, It breaks and scorches tlum,
while a visit to the kitchen ends in a
burn from the oven or a scald from hot
water or steam. Of course the right
thing to do with a burn is to get It
air and
away from all contact with the
to do this with ail possible haste.
The necessary articles for the treatment should be on hand, and they are

Γ

baking soda

-not

washing soda, notice

and several
It Is an
thicknesses of cotton cloth.
excellent plan to have a bottle of carron oil ready for such emergencies.
Carron oil Is made by shaking together
equal parts of linseed oil and litnewaIf the skin is broken over the
ter.

—fresh fai of

He looked into her eye». All waa well now.
usualness of It all helped to his death.
But It was a happy release. I could
never have left him, and It would have
One of their elders
killed me soon.
who wander over the world to gather
recruits came to our village in Wales.

some sort

burn, use the oil without the soda.
Otherwise moisten the soda with olive
oil or sweet oil or even lard or cold
Over this wrap
cream and apply It.
the cloth. Cotton batting is often used
for covering the burn and keeping out
the air, but it is not to be recommended. It Is not a good plan to use flour,
dusting It over a burn, for it frequently
hardens and Is of little comfort
One of the simplest measures for a
burn is to apply the white of

superficial

an

|

egg with a soft piece of old muslin,
more as it dries.

adding

An Anecdote of Verdi.

production of Vefdl's op"Othello" took place at .Milan, and
all the prominent musical critics of Europe foregathered In the Cathedral
City In honor of the occasion. Among
them was a Parisian journalist of wide
reputation and admitted authority In
The first

He got my poor father full of wild religious dreams of this place, this Zion.
this Deseret of the Latter Day Saints. I
did not know It until the very day 1
told you. Then what could I do? I

era

would not bring this disgrace ,ou you.
I could not forsake
your family.
I could not bear to tell you of
him.
this strange move on his part. I was
afraid you would follow us. and, Ivor,
I was determined that you should 1h>

the musical world. Ills first care on
his arrival In Milan was to seek out
Verdi and ask to be allowed to be present at oue of the flual rehearsals.
The composer received him with exbut replied that lie
treme

on

free of me. Now, now, when he was
buried only a week ago, I came here to
be apart and to think. I am to leavt
tonight for Ogden, where I have hopes,

politeness,

could not possibly grant his request,'
as be had decided that the
lie
were to be absolutely private, and
could not mnke an exception In the fadisvor of any one journalist, however

rehearsals^

of a position to teach. Then—then,'
she added falteringly, "I hoped to go
back to the old home and perhaps find
then and
you. Oh, what Joy to turn
see you—to have you here!"
"Olwen," he said resolutely after he

tinguished.

The I'aris critic, far from pleased at (
this answer, protested that In these
circumstances his account of the opera
might not be all he should like it to
be. "You see." he explained to the
to
composer, who affected not quite
understand, "I shall have to telegraph
It will
my article the same evening.
be hastily written, and tho

had drawn her close to him and fixed
long, passionate kiss on her soft lips,

a

"when we go down from here we are
going straight to the nearest clergyman—at least, the nearest Episcopalian
Don't say a
one—and get married.
word. I have suffered too long to endure a moment more of delay than Is

necessarily
Impression In I'aris the next day may

suffer in consequence."
But Verdi was more than equal to
necessary. Then you write the Ogden
the
occasion. "My dear sir," he made
the
decline
must
post
that
you
people
"I do not write for 'the next
owing to having accepted the position answer,
"
The critic bowed himself out.
of educating a young man In the ways daj
of a husband. After that we will go
milling «■ Ancestor.
on round the world and so back to EngA s«*lf made mau with a taste for·
land. Now put your arms around my
"
art, thinking be would like to have
neck and say, 'Ivor, I will.'
bis house eoiue marble presentabout
blushing
she
protested,
Ivor,"
"But,
ancestors, ordered of a
sweetly, "you must not be so precipi- ments of bis
a bust of bis grandrate
stand
make
fifth
sculptor
to
out
worn
tate. I am too
father.
against any wish of yours now. so"—
In due tine It was sent home, and
"Then do what I say," persisted Ivor.
bis admiration being
"I am In a hurry to go and get married, after u few days,
man gent for
and I am too worn out with α year's exhausted, the wealthy
bis plumber.
"I don't mind confessing to you,"
said the former, "that I don't appreciate the fine arts unless they are turned
to some useful purpose. Now, I have
something to suggest to you."
And he proceeded to give some In-

waiting and ignorance of your whereabouts to stand anything more. There,"
he continued, taking her hands and
putting them around his neck. "Say

you will."
With a little gasp of restful Joy she
let her head sink forward, and as her
cheek pressed his he heard her murmur, "Ivor, I will."
Henderson was somewhat astonished
when called out from the Walker
House by his friend to find him in a
carriage with α young girl dressed In
black, who was blushing tremendously,
bnt with the sweetest modesty and

structions to the tradesman.
A week later, on tbe anniversary of
bis birthday, the millionaire pointed
out with pride to bis guests In tbe mid-

dle of bis conservatory tbe bust of hie
grandfather, from the top of whose
bead rose gracefully a Jet of limpid
water, falling Into a marble basin Id
which some fine gold and silver fish
themselves.—Christian En-

dignity.

disported

"Get in," cried Wareham brightly.
"Go to the nearest minister of the Episcopalian church^ and drive fust!" he
cried to the coachman. "Olwen," hi

deavor World.
#

Renchlag

an

Cadcritu4la(,

The young man was visibly annoyed
went on, with the same boyish Impetu ;
Into the at the questions which tbe heiress' faback
drawn
had
he
when
oslty,
At last be
Insisted on putting.
carriage, "this Is my friend, Wilfrid ther
His ancesno longer.
Henderson. Henderson, Miss G went. could endure It
flamed up Into bis cheeks,
In a few minute^ she will be Mrs. Ivoi tral pride
and be exclaimed:
Wareham. I want you to be best man
"I would bave you understand that I
pnif an hour ago I climbed up thai
fortune hunter."
Mormon temple without any Idea thai am no ordinary
"That's all right," was the stern reIt was the stairway to heaven for me
Joinder. "I am Just as particular aa
This Is an idyl of Deseret, old fellow
I'd have you understand that
are.
has
Mormonlsm
you
alarmed.
be
Bnt don't
no plain, everyday duke chaser
nothing more to do with it than tbrougl ι I am
Was' Ington Star.
a bushel of potatoes. I said If an oil I either."—
farmer sold them I'd go up. He did
Λ SMMrkakU UalanL
and this is the result. Bow slow tha t
The humorist of tbe Cynthlana (Ky.)
old horse is! Hurry, driver!" he criet I
"One of the surImpatiently, thrusting bis head out ο ! Democrat remarks:
«
geons of Cynthlana baa discovered
the window.
valuable liniment Tbe other day be
used it on the leg of a politician who
Late Realisation.
r' bad scarcely been able to walk for sevas
the
the;
said
pig
"I now realize,"
>
Now the politician Is runIloaded him In the wagon bound for th eral years.
that overeat
nlng for office. Another trial was on a

butcher'e—"l now reulize
tog tende to shorten life."—Indlanapc

41s Press.

•

friend's arm. The friend Immediately
struck him for ten."

Bcmocvat,

®*ford

JUc

ISSUED

THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK

TUESDAYS.

Baptist Church, Bev. H. H. Bishop,
Preaching every Sunday at 11 A. *.
Sunday School at 12 M. Sabbath Evening Scr
rtce at 7:90 r. M. Prayer Meeting Thursday
jvenlng at 7 SO P. M.
Universalis Church: Sunday School every
First
Pastor.

Proprietor·.

Sundav at 11

A. K. FoBBKS.

ADvtKTiSKMKjrre:— All legal advertisements
are given three consecutive Insertions (or #1 -50
pur Inch In length of column. Special contracts
made with local, transient and yearly advertiser».

I

SINGLE COPIES.
Single Copies of the Democrat are four cents
each. The., will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
-lu* le copies of each Issue have been placed on
•ale at the following places In the County :
South l'arls,
l'ardu'» Dru# Store.
Shurtleff's Dru# StoreNorway,
Soy es' Dru# Store.
Stone's Dru# Store.
Alfred Cole. Postmaster.
Buckùeld,
A. F. Lewis, Insurance Office.
Fryeburg,
Paris
Mrs. liar low. Port Office.
West Paris,
Samuel T. White.

lllTl,

County Court Directory j
County Officers for

Oxford
and

1901-2.

Supreme Judicial Court.

Terms for 1901.
Tuesday of February.
Seixmd Tuesday of October.

Terms fo- 1902.
Second

Tuesday of March.
Tuesday of October.

Probate Court.

Third
Pli

st

Newell, U. H.
_

The Boston Herald says: Although
official notice has not yet been received
it the navy yard, it is pretty well understood by Admiral Sampson and other
officers here that the cruiser Olympia is
to become the flagship of the North Atlantic squadron this summer, is to be
commauded by Captain Henry W. Lyon
and fly the two stars of Rear Admiral
Francis J- Higginson.
Mrs. E. G. Harlow came from Bos-1
ton Friday for a few days.
The Army and Navy Journal reports
the death at Carearaua, Argentine
public, of Col. Oliver C. James, who was
stepfather of Mrs. H. W. Lyon. Col.
James in 1836 went to Brazil from govon
the plains,
ernment survey duty
where he had the ra.-e experience of escaping from the hostile Indians after beiug tortured, but with scars that remained with him always.
Upon the
breaking out of the Civil War, he returned to his native state of Pennsylvania to volunteer. He went all through
the war, a M jor of a Pennsylvania regiment, and was twice brevetted for gallantry. At the close of the war, much
shattered in health, and with a serious
guu-shot wound from which he never
fully recovered, he again went to Brazil
where he was connected with the Imperial Government Geological Survey till
1882, wheu he went to Argentine Re-

|

Re-1

|
|

EAST

8ROWNFIELD.

Philip Durgin had a ewe that dropped
triplets last Thursday, night, two bucks
and a ewe. AU are living.
contemplating

|

Bumpus

and December.

County

Court of

Free.—Ο. Δ. Maxim.
Sec.—H. D. Hammond.
Treae—H. R. Hubbard.
Trustees—Geo. W. Cole, S. E.
Heald.

|

|

At Soath Paris.
Tuesday of each month.
At Fryeburg.

Tuesdays of June

■.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wakefield are
a visit among their children in California this spring.
Miss Géorgie Gatchell lost her purse
the past week containing between $30
and $40, which was returned to her in a
few days by the one that found it.
Mrs." Win. Carver is visiting among
public.
R. F. Tufts is learning the barber's friends in Boston and vicinity.
Webster Chute loaded a car with
trade in the shop of L. A. Hall at Bethel.
H trold Thayer is at home from Bates hoops the past week.
I'equawket Lodge, I. O. O. F., again
College for a week's vacation.
members at their last
initiated new
of the Dean
S. A.

>e».'Oud

Second

A.

The members of the Hillside Cemetery
Association met at the Hubbard House
Saturday, March 23, aud elected the follow iug officers:

Tkkiu —$1-50 a year If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise #2.00 a year. Single copiée 4 cents.

Job PiuntlkoNew type, tart presses, steam
power, experienced workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of our business complete and popular.

AIL]

PARIS HILL.

A Τ W OOD & FORBES,

C.ÏOROK M. ATWOOl).

IN

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, APR. a, 1901.

Editor· and

BUCKFIELD.
Rosalvo Crockett crushed his fingers
at Atwood «ft Atwood's die block works,
causing a lay off.
Senator Prince has at last returned
from his arduous duties of serving hie
country, and settled down to the humdrum cares of life.
Howard P. Shaw, who is attending
school at Braintree, Mass., is at home
on a vacation.
Allen Irish is said to have a situation
in view as a draughtsman, through the
influence of Secretary Long.
Merritt Parsons and wife have lately
extended visit to
returned from an
Nashua, X. H.
The sick previously mentioned as r
rule are convalescing, except in the case
of Mrs. Irish, the mother of H. D. and
John N., who is quite low.
F. P. Wicbington is on the road drumming up brush trade.
Two women from Shiloh have been
making a house-to-house canvass of late,
purporting to be missionaries. These
appeared to be the going-before of two
of the male persuasion who put in an
appearance a little later. Whether they
shook the dust from their feet we are
not advised.
What has become of the old-time hospitality of the fathers? Fifty years ago
a
wayfarer seeking an asylum for a
night, being rich or poor, was taken in
and hospitably entertained, and sent on
his way rejoicing. To-day strangers are
looked upon with distrust, and if seeking to abide for a night, are sent from
bouse to house, and if fortunate enough
to find a soul possessed of the milk of
human kindness inasmuch as to take us
in, we feel almost like embracing him—
or her.
Why is it? Has not misplaced
confidence in tramps and frauds much to
do with the situation?

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISHED ls33.

Commissioners.

-neighbor-

hood, who has been ill for some time but
was for a while apparently improving, is

regular meeting.
The robins, bluej tys and bad roads

|

|

have arrived, so we judge that spriug
now failiug again.
At South Paris.
Miss Emily T. Parlin is at home from here.
Ke#ular sessionsSecond Tuesday of May. I
The annual examination of teachers
First Tuesday of September.
Last Tuesday of | Portland for a short time.
December.
Fred Eastman, who is now in Troop will take place in the grammar school
No. 2, April 13th.
G, Sixth U. S. Cavalry, recently sta- building, District
Now that warmer weather is at hand
tioued in California, has gone to the
we should think that those in charge of
John M. Plill brook, Chairman,
Bethel. Philippines with his troop, which sailed
the atftirs of the Congregational church
Jonathan Bartlett,
Fast Stoueham. from San Francisco last week.
Kamlall L. Taylor,
Mexico.
Advertised letters iu Paris post office, would exert themselves a little to get a
pastor and open their church to worship.
April 1st :
If they would pull together, there is no
Officers.
J. S. Harrod (two.)
doubt with a good pastor they would
Mr. E. 11. Stewart.
Charles F. Whitman, South Paris, Cl'k of Courts.
have support.
Kllery C. Park. Bethel.
County Attorney.
WILSON'S MILLS.
J llastliu'-1 Beau, S>uth Paris, Keglsterof Deed's.
Mr. Allen Godfrey of Portland, P. F.
J. A. Duuniug came iu from Andover | D is spending a week among friends in
Eckley Bailarl, Fryeburg,
|
Keglsterof Deeds, (We-tern District·}
to Camp Caribou.
this vicinity.
Addison E. Herrlck, Bethel, Judge of Probate. Saturday, going up
Mrs. F. A Fliut arrived home from
Albert D. Park. South Paris, Keglster of Probate.
The weather so far this spring has
M.
George
Atwood, South Paris. County Treas. her trip to Massachusetts the first of the not been conducive to successful syrup
Jauies B. Tucker, South Parts, Sheriff and Jailer. |
week.
m iking, it being too warm at night.
32 horses from the Lincoln Pond camp I
A uiafquerade ball and oyster supper
Sheriffs.
>t the Berlin Mills Co. went past
was giveu in town hall last Thursday
Item y Ε. Hammond, Crier,
Paris. Sunday last.
night by the Ladies' Circle of the
James L. Parker,
Norway.
Curtis of Groveton was in town several | Universalist church. Bennett's OrchesΤ had de us Cross,
Norway.
the
the
first
of
week.
Albert P. Basse tt,
Norwav. days
tra furnished music.
Bethel.
Cyrus II. Worniell,
The Berlin Mills Co.'s teams are haul-l
The mills of Chas. Hill and L. A.
George G. Shirley,
Fryebur#. ing batteaux up the river for the spring
Bradbury are runniug night and day to
East Hiram.
Edgar L. Flint,
drive.
James W. Chapman,
Porter.
meet their orders.
W alter C. Bnseett,
Lovell.
Rev. M. Porter from Colebrook gave a
The rains of the past week have meltDon A. Gates,
Dixtleld.
entertainment
at the school ed the
phonograph
suows, and swelled the streams
Ronello A. Barrows,
Canton.
A. F. Warren,
Buckfield. house Tuesday evening.
considerably.
Harris L. Elliott,
1
Hum fun Falls.
Fred Shaw has goue to Berliu to work.
John F. Davis,
Brld#ton.
Rev. F. E. Rand has been in town
HEBRON.
Milton Penley,
Bethel.
forenoon
Fred A. Porter.
Miss Waterhouse of Poland has been
Kumford Falls. since Tuesday and held a
Addison E. Huit,
Waterford. service at the school house Sunday.
spending a few days with Miss Grace
Wellington Bird,
Bryant's Pond.
J. S. Wilson and wife visited at F. A.
Bumpus.
A. Flint's and C. T. Fox's the past week.
Miss Lila Harden of Everett, Mass.,
has made a short visit to friends here.
COMING EVENTS.
EAST SUMNER.
Mr. Cyrus Hale of Acton, Mass., is
Recent rains have started up the mills visiting his sister, Mrs. W. A. Bartlett.
We think Rev. S. D. Richardson has a
April 2.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Bethel.
again.
May 7.—Masonic I.rand Bodies, Portland.
record worthy of note. During the 42
The sick ones are improving.
Mrs. Mary Bosworth and Mrs. Irene vears he has preached, he has attended
Robinson are yet under medical treat- 515 funerals besides assisting at many
NKW ADVERTISEMENTS.
more which would increase the number
ment.
James D. Bosworth visited at South greatly. He has not kept a record of
F A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
ierraons preached, but a great p*rt of
Paris aud vicinity 'ast week.
IV· You Pay Cash for Your Groceries?
Easter Hat·*.
A uephew of W. II. Eastman from the time it has been two each Sunday,
School Supplies and Stationery.
besides at extra meetings during the
Boston is assisting in the poet olliee
American Law,
F. L. Β irrett has handled iibout 40,000 •veek. There has been no breuk during
Our Trousers.
Prelimtuarv Opening.
barrels of apples this season, shipping bis pastorates, going from one church
Sheriff"-Sale of Keai Κ-la te
most of them to J. I. Libby, Portlaud. directly to another, with the exception
Petltltlon for New Koad in Town of Fryeburg.
Old Sumuer has the telephonic fever of three months spent South as a memWall Paper*.
sure.
Lines to connect us with Paris ber of the Christian Commission during
Change of Probate Courts
and
<·ull.tr
Mandolin
School.
Ban.io.
Hill. Redding and Hartford are to be put the war of the rebellion, and he preached
2 Bankruptcy Notices.
Hav For sale.
up this season. The line already in use while there. Siuce giving up his last
•AW Egg Incubator For Sale.
has supplied
seems to be generally satisfactory.
various
pastorate he
churches much of the time.
UtlNMAHK..
COUNTY TAX
Mrs. H. L. Whitney of Boston, who
Mr. A.C. Pendexter of Portland spent was called here last week
The county commissioners met i*st
by the illness
The
the
March
here
with
his
tax.
24th,
the
eountv
assess
to
Sabbath,
of her aunt, Mrs. A. D. Bartlett, has reTuesday
uiuouut «^«essed whs β22.13·'? .17, the rate parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Pendexter. turned home.
Mrs. Birtlett continues
It is reported that Mrs. Leon H. In- comfortable.
being .00166 and the overlay 3133 37. The
tax on the several towus is:
galls is very sick.
ΛΙΓβ. Λ. U. DUWUiaU 11US » UUC UlSpiiiy
The bell for the church, it is reported, of
Valuation.
Tax.
Towns.
plauts in bloom.
210
06
·
131,MM
$
.....will be in position so as to be rung on
Albany,.
33. is
30,125
An.iover,.........
Easter Sunday.
8*7.458
1.0*·
Bethel.
WEST BETHEL..
Mr. Geo. W. Gray is makiog a few im306 68
Browiillelii
30SJ·
Hush! I hear the silver rain
646 17
388,270
BuikfleKl
on his house.
provements
on the western pane.
"
Keating
137 !*>
"vJ.l
Byron,
Mrs. Gardner Norton, who has been Singing songs under the enow;
575 8.
CaiitoD,................... 346,008
451» 0»; with her sick daughter in Vassalboro, Calling earth to wake below ;
276,544
Denmark,
Ah, <sweet April comet), who nevercomee In vain.
W:K has returned home.
3.i2.itl3
IXxOehl
—Barry Cornwall.
?32.641
1,382 18
Fryebur>c,
Mr. Fred Sanborn is getting his saw- From land to
222 02
laml; and In my breast
«llea.1..
ψ.'Μ
">4 75 mill iu readiness for spriug work, and Sprint; waken*, too: and my regret
570,080
?47 *J7 on account of low water is about a Becomes an April violet,
14'.).385
tirvenwHxl,
And buds and blotwome Uke the rent.
131 80
70,405
Hanover,....
month late in starting up.
—Alfred Tenuyeon.
4<>u00
246.390
Hartfonl
Mrs. Henry W. Merrill of Hiram is
33* 53
Hebron
3ββΛΒ>
All Fools' Day has come.
57·' 57 visiting with Mrs. Ada Swan for a few343.723
Hiram
The music of running water is heard.
816 23
389,301
Lovell,
55 82 days.
Mwo
».««
S. P. Davis of Grafton was in town
381 ou
*17,326
Uluiko,
last
week.
LYNCHVILLE.
1·*»
117.87*
Newry
1 .302.505
\ orway
Spring rains, and the snow is gradualΗ. Η Μι Keen is at work for J. Bart2,162 30
Is

]

County Commissioners.
County

[
|

Deputy

here]

.....

.....

......

...

OxfonL...

*48.32

~

Paris,.
1'eru,
Porter,
Koxbury,
KuiuforU,........

744 07

1,300,147

2.13823

ί^?·"?7
t»l,4.5

i6!
loi *5
yô

227,74a

·'*>.■«♦

2,s4i# 80
131 30
200 57
l·
250 .3
16*70
4.. 33
353 42
&30

fVlf

#20,403 61

Frveburv Academy lirant,.#l t,500
70.000
A. 1. K1 lev PI
An.lover North Surplus,..- 35,1)10
14.SW
Andoter West Surplus

$ '22 41

stoneliani.
Stow
Sumner,

1,716.745

378 07

......
—

....

....

Swe<len,
Ipton
Watorfonl_...............
Woodstock,...............
Milton PI

Totals,.

||UII

mm
JBUMJ

151.041
101.024

287,54.

212,'All

WILD LANDS.

c' Surplus,.""!!

36,618

Rlehanlstown.

.....—

MaKalloway PI.,..

38,700
ttt.lSO

09,360
A'lauintown,......
l.lnculn PI
Lower CupsupUc........— 04,300
>4,500
Lvnehtowu,
-40,620
Ox bow,
52,072
Buwuiantown,
..........

Parmethene,
Bachekler's Grant,

........

33,987

116 20
50 61

60 77
'J7 44
133 03
164 03

Μ«

156 87
107 17
37

g

40,000

80 64
68 40

#1,042,366

*1,720 76

ly settling.
lett iu his mill at Stoneham.
Elwin G. Davis, formerly of this vilMrs. 1'. F. Hastings and Fred McKeen
is now in North Providence, Κ. I.
lage,
were dow η from Bethel to visit their
Elmer R. Briggs is now stationed at
mother, Mrs. Silas McKeen, last week.
Ceph Cobb is very slim from the re- Wenlock, Vt., as day telegraph operator.
Millard L. Mason, oldest son of Albion
sult of the grippe. He moved from his
place into the boarding house at North P. Mason, is now station agent in Marlboro, Ν. II.
Stoneham la«t fall.
M. O'Reilly is again in charge of the
Ananias McAllister expects to move
station here, and Mr. Wilson and wife
back on to his place soon.
have gone to Canada.
NORTH ALBANY.
Repairs and changes are to be made
Ed Good is at work for Isaac Merrill on the mill in this village, and the
of Bethel, sawiug birch.
novelty lathes will soon be running.
Robert and Abner Kimball are visiting
Mrs. M;try A. Dow, whose home has
relatives iu Stark, Ν. H.
been in Grafton for many years, is to
Miss Gusta Kimball is visiting her spend the remainder of her life with her
auuts at Bethel.
daughter, Mrs. Hattie A. Grover.
Mrs. Carrie l'enley was at her parents1
for a short visit. She has returned to
A great variety of weather since the
South Paris takiug her little son with
last card.
her.
The waters of Pleasant River overflow
Guy Herrick has gone to Norway.
the meadows.
Cleve Brown has bought some cows
Mr. A. W. Grover of Bethel called on
of Geo. Bennett.
his sick friends iu this part of the town

Sunday.
SUMNER.
Mr. and Mrs. George Goodnow have
Jane Townsend is very poorly.
been visited by their granddaughter of
Mrs. Willie Bonney is on the sick list.
MRS. ELLA MAUD HEALD.
Gorham, Ν. H.
Willis Ames Is sick with the grippe.
Herbert Mason has moved his family
Thursday, March 14th, after
George Dyer is having trouble with to the house owned
birth to a little babe. Mrs. Ella M. Heald |
by Miss Octavia
liis
eyes.
Grover.
passed away at her home in North BuckMrs.
Carrie
Benson
has
to
gone
Riley
field. She was the daughter of Mr. and I
Mrs. Leon Tyler is gaining very slow:o work.
Mrs. Alvin Bessey, and was born in
•y·
Nellie
who
has
been
Chadbourne,
North Buckfleld Sept. 2, 1872. She was
Mrs. Roy Grover and children spent a
at East Dixiield, has returned
therefore in her 29th year. She attended working
few days last week with her parente in
iome.
the village school and the high school at
Wallace Andrews of Redding has hired Newry.
Buckfleld. She was associated for some
he Brackett farm for the ensuing year.
a
as
dressmaker
at
NORTH BUCKFIELD.
time with her eister
F. W. Bonney has a cow that has twin
Paris Hill after leaving school. Feb. 2,
Bert Millett and wife of South Paris
leifer calves.
Mr.
married
she
Washington Heald,
were guests of B. F. Heald and family
1895,
the 24th.
who, with her parents, survives her. The
EAST HEBRON.
stricken husband has the deepest symI. D. Fuller has bought the Dr. Pink
The roads are in bad condition.
No Bridgham farm.
pathy of all. She also leaves two sisters
and two brothers, Mr. Norman Bessey, earns are seen out except in case of neFrank Harriman has moved to Paris
Mrs. Alice Bonney, Mr. Everett Bessey, ;essity.
with his wife's father, Mr. E. Lander.
and Miss Lillis Bessey.
Miss Fronia B. Ryerson passed a few
Heald Brothers have started
their
Mrs. Heald was a woman of a sweet lays of last week with Miss Clara Wash- board saw, water enough now.
Will
and lovable disposition, social in her in- )uru and Mrs. Rogers.
Bisbee and Benj. Record are working for
Last week was a poor week for those them.
stincts, domestic in her habits, kindhearted and generous. She was possess- vith sap orchards, but tine for those
Chaa. Buck has a cow which dropped
ed of a very high sense of honor, a mean ν ho are anxiously awaiting bare ground. i pair of calves a few days ago.
or dishonorable action was utterly ab1'he grass is quite green in small patches
Mrs. Amanda Keene of West Sumner
horrent to her.
Her religious views vhere the snow has gone.
has moved to her
father's, Horatio
were broad aud liberal, the Universalist
Tramps are abundant on the Brighton Flagg's, s luce the death of her husband.
her
church being
lill road.
As Fred J. Dunbar is one of
Not much sap weather this spring.
preference.
The funeral occurred Saturday, March he selectmen of the town be has more But one small lot in our place 80 far.
1C, Kev. Manley B. Towusend, minister
There are lots of sick ones in oar place
ompany of that kind than the most
of the Universalist church at Dixtleld,
One it this writing.
ighteous man could yearn for.
conducting the services. The floral em- ramp on that road carried lice on his
of
the
blems were very beautiful, typical
WEST FRYEBURG.
►erson, and left them wherever he tarThe Juvenile Samaritan Club met with
beauty and purity of her life. The at- ied.
tendance of relatives, friends and neighThe sick in many cases are gai abig Miss Louise Ballard Wednesday, March
bors was very large as she was univerFrank O. Hodsdon and Ε. B. : 17th. The afternoon was spent in readlowly.
sally beloved.
'hillips each have a very severe cough ng.
rhlch they got by going to work on
The sick are all improving.
Mrs. Norman Charles of Fryeburg is
The following have been appointed by I vood before they were fully recovered
risitlng her sister, Mrs. Edwin Walker.
Governor Hill as delegates to the uational | rom the grippe.
At las' report Mrs. Cyrus Ramsdell
William Sawyer, who hag been at
conference on taxation, to meet at Bufras a little better in some respecta.
work for Frank Eastman, has gone
falo, Ν. Y., May 23 and 24: Hon. F. Ε
Ernest
former
our
station
I
îome for a vacation.
Patten,
Boot h by of Portland, Hon. Sidney T.
Mr. Frank Eastman and Willis Fargent, is visiting his friends in this
Fuller 4J Kennebunk, Hon. Rutillus
lace.
ι
Lord
of
ington are preparing to make maple
Alden of Wlnthrop, Hon. Henry
Percy Monk is very feeble, and many ι yrup.
Bangor, Mr. Obadlah Gardner of Hock- ear
he will never regain his health. He
Mr. J. W. Towle has sold his farm to
land. Hon. Milton Merrill of St. Albans,
its up but very little.
] ''red Meserve of Monotomy, and has
Dr. George M. Twitchell of Augusta,
This week all are expecting the com- I •ought Richard Webster's.
Hon. Addison E. Her rick of Bethel,
Susie Jewett has returned from Bridgany of the selectmen for a very limited
Hon. Wainwrlght Cushlng of Foxcroft,
ime.
t es to Mr*. J. ▲. Jones'.
Hon. William N. Nash of Cherry field.

giving]

WE8T PARIS.
Geo. H. Briggs went to Lewieton on
business on Saturday, the 23d.
F. L. Willis was at home from Rumford Saturday and Sunday, March 23
and 24.
Charles L. Brown, who is at work for
the International Paper Co. of Rumford
Falls, was at home over Sunday, the
24th.
Mrs. Parker Evans and daughters of
Gorham, Ν. H., have been stopping at
the hotel the past week, visiting husband
and father, who is one of the locomotive
engineers, who is running the assisting
engine stationed at this place.
Mr. Arthur Clark of South Paris was
in our village one day the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Sturtevant of
Hebron visited Mrs. Sturtevant's sister,
Mrs. W. F. Carr, Sunday and Monday
last.
E. S. Kilborn of Bethel was in our
—■

village

on

Thursday.

Post Ο Dice Inspector Boutelle of Bangor has been having a hearing on, and
established a free delivery route which
includes Tuelltown, so-called, Stearns
Hill, Hungry Hollow, Snow's Falls, that
part of High Street beginning near Mr.
Greeley's and running north to West
Paris, thence west on the Greenwood
road to and through the Tubbs neighborhood, thence to what used to be called
Curtis Hill in Woodstock, taking in a
part of that community, then to West
Paris, making a 22-mile route, and doing away with the post office at Snow's
Falls.
The route is said to be let
to Ernest Stearns at $500 per year.
He will leave this office on arrival of
westward bound forenoon train, returning in season for the outward bound
trains at 4 P. M.
Mrs. F. S. Farnum started this Saturday morning for Portland, where she is
to stay over Sunday with relatives, after
which she goes to Boston to attend the
great millinery openings, and select such
goods for her store as she thinks will
Miss Nina B.
best suit her patrons.
Bryant looks after her business while
she is away.
Mrs. Charles Briggs and son are visiting relatives at Bryant's Pond.
The Universalist Sunday School held
a tenth anniversary service in Dunham's
Hall on Friday evening. About seventyfive were present, and a very pleasant
occasion was enjoyed.
Many letters
from former members were read, exfor the
interest
and
wishes
good
pressing
school. A good program was rendered,
consisting of music, exercises by the
children, an address by the superintendent, Mr. Ε. H. Brown, a paper and
original poem by Mrs. Ixjcke, and a finely written article in memoriam of the deceased members, by Mrs. Geo. Marshall.
Refreshments consisting of ice-cream,
cake and fruit were served.
GREENWOOD.
trees were tapped Monday
Some
morning, and when the sap was gathered Weduesday it was found to contain
more water and less sugar than usual.
Probably Ransom Cole was glad to see
the rain, since his pond got so low that
he could run his mill only part of the
time. He has about fifty cords more of
birch to saw.
Henry Brooks did not harvest so much
ice as he intended, on account of the
overflow of the pond.
There wae one zero morning in December, four in .January, two in February
and one in March. The coldest morning
was 9 below ; but the lowest point reached was on the evening of the l(J:h of
January, when the temperature settled
to 15 degrees below zero.
Pleasant indeed were those visits made
by Emma Cross and Myrtle Brooks last

Monday morning.

I. W. Swan's boarders closed up their
job of hauling wood and returned home
last week.
We do not claim to have seen or heard
the first crow or robin this spring, but
last Wednesday a full-fledged butterfly
found its way on to the window, having
survived the long winter somewhere.
Flies minus, the
Who saw one earlier?
butter have been flitting about for some
time.
Timothy Doten was our nearest neighbor, one way, when living in Hartford,
and when we called on him in October,
*99, he seemed to be enjoying normal
health; hence our surprise when informed of his death. Mr. Doten was a good
neighbor, and formerly belonged to the
M. E. church, but subsequently favored
the Adventist.
This week we are indebted to Alden
Chase, Esq., of Bryant's Pond, for a
work entitled, Story of the Earth and
We have read
Man, by J. W. Dawson.
several books on geology, and that savored more or less of that science ; but

anything so deeply interesting as
the one in question. And yet the author
does not inform us when that "beginning" was, of which the inspired writer
never

speaks in the very first line of his history
of the world's creation. Possibly he has
not found out the exact time yet himself.
Alverdea uoie is visiting at a. o.
Brooks'; he has bought a quantity of
small goods with a view of starting out
peddling as soon as the traveling beIt will be remembered
comes suitable.
that he injured his left arm, years ago,
so that amputation above the elbow be-

came

necessary.

BRYANT POND.
Mrs. T. R. Day has returned home
from Lewiston, where she has been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Grace Wing,
for a number of weeks.
Miss Lizzie Stevens returned home
last week.
Miss Essie Bowker had a select whist

party

on

Friday evening.

Miss Bessie Carver is visiting at Jerry
Farrar's.
Miss Bertha Cushman has been visiting frieuds at Gorbam, Ν. H., for the
past week.
Mrs. Mark Allen has returned home
from Portland much improved in health.
Messrs. George Stevens, Harry Day,
Fred Famum and Lewis Day had a
whist party and dance at Grauge Hall

Saturday evening.

Will Bird and man are sawing the
wood piles in the village by horsepower.
Another member of Franklin Grange
has passed away.
James Davis died of
pneumonia Tuesday night, after a short
but severe illness.
Grauville Felt was called to Lewiston
Tuesday on account of the severe illness
of his sister, Mrs. Adeline Proctor, who
died Wednesday morning at 3 o'clock of
Mrs. Proctor was the
heart failure.
daughter of John and Ayer Felt, and resided a good many years in this town.
From a large family of eleven children
Granville is now the only one living.
Charles Hargrove has been a guest at
Alden Chase's for the past two weeks.
He occupied the pulpit at the Baptist
church the 17th. and assisted Rev. Seth
He
Benson in the service March 24th.
left here Monday afternoon to return to
his school.
There were many invitations from the
gentlemen of Bethel to people here to
attend the ball to be .held Thursday
night, and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ricker,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred P. Chandler, and Mr.
Will Morton and Mise Lizzie Stevens improved the opportunity to meet the people of Bethel in a social time.
Miss Laura Smith has returned to her
home at Mechanic Falls.
NORTH PARIS.
F. G. Goweli has bought an incubator.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bacon were here
March 25 selling long-handled pruning

saws.

Mrs. Ella Andrews is helping Mrs.
Mrs. Gowell
Lizzie Goweli this week.
is slowly recovering from the measles.
Mrs. Arthur Stevens, who has been
quite sick, is better.
Mrs. Jane Stevens and Mrs. Lora
Stevens are also better.
Charles Starbird went to Lewleton,
March 28, to get a horse which he had
bought of Jonas Edwards.
Mr. E. P. Boutelle, rural free delivery
agent, was here March 28, to inspect the
proposed route.
EAST BETHEL.
A. M. Bean has returned to Washington, D. C.
M. E. Bartlett visited relatives in
Waltham, Mass., last week.
Mr. Philip Wheeler is sawing ap C.
M. Kimball's wood-pile.
Mrs. Mellnda Bean is stopping with
tier sister, Mrs. Olive Bartlett.
Miss Grace Swan is at home for a

short vacation.
Mrs. M. E. Bartlett returned from
Portland the 30th.
A number are making maple sugar.
3. K. Hastings has 300 trees tapped, and
it having a good flow of tap.

BETHEL.
FRYEBURG.
A. M. and F. L. Edwards bave recentMr. Bennett supplied tbe pulpit last
ly purchased of tbetr father, Col. Clark
Sunday, Mr. Aille being away.
Miss Beatrice Abbott of Cornwall, N. Edwards, several hundred acres of timber and grass land, which is very valuaf., is visiting Mrs. Ernest Abbott.
Mrs. Emily Osgood has returned from ble.
The M. E. Society held a concert and
iridgton, wbere she has spent the winer.
supper Friday evening.
The great annual ball aud concert
Mrs. Abbie Kelly died at her home in
given bv thirty-flve prominent gentleiaginaw, Mich., March 11.
Miss Louise Abbott is at home from mun of Bethel was given at Odeon Rill
Yelleslev for the Easter vacation.
Thursday evening. The receiving comMiss Flora Gatchell is visiting her els- mittee were Dr. C. D. Hill, G. R. Wiley,
and Elmer Young. The music which
er, Mrs. Z. O. Wentworth.
Mr. George Weston went to Brighton was superb was furnished by Berlin
Fulls Orchestra, consisting of eight
vitb a carload of cattle this week.
Miss Annie Webster is at home from pieces. It would seem an though they
were vying with Orpheus who gave such
^uburndale for a short vacation.
Mrs. John Keefeand Miss Carrie Jobn- fascinating music as this :
ιοη spent last week with their sister at "It le said that Orpheus with hie lyre
Would make more music than a choir.
he Harbor.
The elm and the oak Into a general stampede
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howe are rejolcbroke;
The very trees would dance cotillions on their
ng over tbe birth of a son.
knees;
Mrs. E. G. File has gone to Boston and
And if poets tales were true and lawful
few York for spring goods and mll- The way they shaved It down was awful."
inery.
They hardly came up to this, but they
The ladies of the Congregational sew·
succeeded in making the guests dance
ng circle met with Mrs. Dana Webster The ball opened with a concert from 8 to
Thursday afternoon.
Then com9 p. M. by the orchestra.
Mrs. Frank Plummer is spending this menced the
march, led by Mr. and
grand
week In Portland.
Mrs. Thomas Flastings, consisting of
Miss Grace Page is visiting Mrs. Bee- 150
couples. Dancers came from eventle Bartlett.
quarter of the country. 300 invitations
Miss Lena Chandler has returned home were
given and many of them were
ifter spending tbe winter in Massachupresent. They tripped the light fantasletts.
tic toe until 1 o'clock a.m. RefreshMr. Lee Rowe of Bryant's Pond is vis- ments were served and all said
they hud
in
town.
ting
an enjoyable time.
Miss Susan Walker has gone to AuGRAFTON.
gusta for her vacation.
Mr. Fred Sawtelle is visiting his parC. T. Parker has gone to North Newry
to work in Warren Kilgore's new mill.
mts, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sawtelle.
Mrs. C. F. Goodnow and Miss Ruth
Mrs. Mary A. Dow went to West
ire visiting friends and relatives In Bos- Bethel last Friday to visit her daughter.
on and Sudbury.
She Is nearly 83
Mrs. Hattie Grover.
There was a box party and entertain
years of age.
evenHall
New
Church
nent at
Mrs. Delphina Whitman, who is here
Friday
with her daughter, Mrs. A. W. Furrar,
njf.
Mr. John and Sidney Webster have has been quite feeble all winter, and has
been
jone to Natlck for the summer.
suffering from the prevailing
Miss Harris is spending a week in severe cold or distemper the past week.
Boston.
She has just completed her H3d year.
The robins have come again.
May and Claude Brown have returned
Mr. Wm. B. Allis has returned after to Rumford Falls to attend school.
tn absence of two weeks.
WEST SUMNER.
The outlook for sugar making is unA. D. Hazeltine is moving into the
favorable.
There was a social hop at Wiley Hall Will Keene stand.
\lbion Abbott has been sawing wood
Saturday night.
Mr. Max Eastman went to f.Lovell about here by steam power.
R. N. Stetson is having a telephone
Wednesday to attend the funeral of his
Instrument put into his house.
grandmother, Mrs. Kate Eastman.
C R. Thomes and family of North
Miss Spring of Hiram is visiting her
Bridgton visited here this week. He
îister, Mrs. George Page.
formerly worked here blacksmithing.
It rained steadily all day Tuesday.
Miss Kate Abbott is at home from
BYRON.
Boston for a short vacation.
A S. Young and wife have returned
from Livermore. They found Mr. R. C.
MEXICO.
E irly last week the ice in the Andro- Young just recovering from pneumouia.
Dr. S. Taylor Is attending the A. C.
scoggin and Swift Hivers had become eo
he
weak that even persons on foot dared conference at Port Clyde, after which
not cross. Many persons from Mexico will visit his brother in Rockland.
Some of the young men in town have
are employed at Rumford; at present
The
they are forced to patronize the toll been investing in talking machines.
and
bridge. There are a large number of Hod«don boys havea a gramophone,which
phonograph,
boats owned by workmen employed on Tommy Gilbert
the Rumford side of the rivers, that are they have lately purchased.
Richard Taylor's cut foot is so nearly
being put in condition for use, and soon
there will be from 50 to 100 members of well that he is able to be out selling rug
the "dinner pall brigade" that will cross patterns.
Mr. Folsom of Waterville is in town
the rivers in them. One need only to
•tec the number of persons who pass in after fur.
the roads every morning when on the
OXFORD.
way to their work and at night when reNew3 of the sudden death of Mr*
turning from it, to fully realize the
Charles Ingulls of Deerlng has been renecessity of a bridge at the mouth of
ceived by his friends here.
Swift River. The distance from Park's
Frank Farris is sick with pneumonia.
store to the toll bridge is 292 rods, 28
His mother from Bangor is here.
a
mile.
than
less
rods
Jeunie Lebroke, who has been sick
Llewellyn Hull and wife from Andover with
pneumonia, is improving.
T.
Hall
J.
week.
last
T.
Hall
J.
visited
Sadie Booker of Norway is visiting
is in his 96th year. He visits the post
her aunt, Mrs. Clark.
ofllce nearly every day, goes frequently
Rev. Mr. Newport and wife received a
He manifests more
to Kumford Falls.
of money from his people here on
interest in, and can tell more o* what is gift
the occasion of the twentieth anniverbeing done there than any other person
sary of their marriage.
living on the Mexico shore.
Alonzrt Richards sold his stand last
HIRAM.
week, bought a lot of Mrs. A. E. AbMrs. Sarah Clemons is in very poor
and
his
deed
immediately health.
bott, secured
commenced work, preparing the lot for
Mr. Daniel W. Pierce is on the sick
a cottage he intends to have completed list.
three
sold
has
Abbott
Mrs.
soon.
very
James J. Sargent was arraigned before
other lots, since her sale to Richards, to Trial Justice
Llewellyn A. Wadsworth
It is
men who intend to build at once.
on complaint of Deputy Sheriff Edgar L.
reported that Mrs. A. will have sold Flint, charged with assault and battery
more lots before this week closes. These
upon his mother. This being his second
recent sales have been lots along Wellwithin six months ho was
arraignment
her
own
man Street, and not far from
sentenced to thirty days imprisonment.
of
erection
the
home. We anticipate
On Saturday Justice Wadsworth held
thirty cottages this season.
a court on civil business at Fryeburg.
It is reported several house lots have
Dea. Royal McLucas has sold his
changed owners at Ridlonville recently. house and lot to Frank C. Day, who has
Simeon Packard is going to build a sold it to Orthnial Thurlough.
large two-story building on a lot he
Mr. John McLucas of Denmark has
owns lying between the toll house and removed to the Scammon Hill house.
the Buzzell stable, the lower story to he
Charles F Howard is improving.
rooms for
a large store, with dwelling
Geo. M. Day has an agency for the
himself in the second story.
Mass.,
Correspondence
Springfield,
to
Thos. Penley has already hauled
School.
the land he purchased from Geo. H.
The crows and robins have arrived.
Gleason building materials with which
Col. J. F. Twitchell is in poor health.
he intends to erect cottages to rent.
from
here
nu in
moved
ri
w nu.
suu
J. C. Curtis who
South Paris recently was in luck when
John Divis' house on Zircon Hill whs
he secured the rent vacated by II. H. burned Wednesday morning, March 20th.
Gleason.
Onlv a few things were saved. Insured
tvbuiuvu
uno
ill 150
12J V Λ 1 IV/WtUl
for 8600.
Lee Elliott ha? the mumps.
Chelsea, Mass.
Fairfield Goodrich, of Andover, having
Arthur Cameron has been
helping
sold his place there, spent several days Herbert Η·»11 load a car at the Falls,
a
with
last week looking over places
with Mt Zircon mineral spring water.
view to locate in this vicinity.
Susie Elliott is done working for Mrs.
of
Mrs.
The remains
Betsey Lovejoy W. F. Clark and will go to work for her
East
at
inst.
2(>:h
the
were interred
sister, Mrs. W. A. Wyman, soon.
Rumford. She was well advauced in
Mrs. Cora Elliott ie having her parlor
Lovewidow
of
Christopher
years, the
painted and p ipered.
W. Clark has been visiting his sister,
joy who died in the Union army during
the Rebellion.
Mrs. James Watermau, in Turner.
East
Two cottages are to be erected by
Mellen Lovejoy's mother at
John Houghton of Byron, on the lots at Hum ford was buried last week. She
Ridlonville known as the Powers lots. was over 80 years old.
The number of lots sold .by Mrs. AbLOVF.LL
bott since last Saturday morning numThe mock trial and supper at the
ber five.
Ted Douglass, a young married man, American House Friday eveniug was
about 23 years old, fell in such a way very successful in point of numbers and
that a car ran over one leg the morning interest.
Miss Alice Bentou is very ill. A phyof the 28th. He was taken to Lewiston
and his leg was amputated below the sician from Portland visited her yesterknee. He lived at Ridlonville.
day, and, we hear, pronounced her case
consumption of the bowels, and gave no
BROWNFIELD.
hope of her recovery.
In the winter of 1000 and 1901, ClarThe latest reports from Fred Brown
ence G., the 15-year-old son of Mr. and were not encouraging.
Mrs. D. N. Tripp of Porter, cut and
At the town meeting of Wednesday
hAuled with a pair of two-year-old steers last it was decided not to move the Shave
the greater part of the wood and fitted Hill school house to the village.
Ο. E. Andrews is moving his family
it, to run three fires, one being an open
fire. Also taking the whole care of four- from the village to his place at Sa battus.
of
a
He owns
teen head of cattle.
pair
KEZAR FALLS.
Hereford calves which when ten mouths
and
Again the robin greets us with his
old weighed 1170 pounds,
girthed 5
feet. When sixteen weeks old they took welcome song.
Another nice rain.
the first prize at the Osstpee Valley
Mrs. Nancy Towle recently had a
Fair last fall, 1900, as the best trained
calves. When twenty weeks old they slight shock.
Mrs. Frank Pendexter is at Conway
took the prize at the West Oxford F.tir
at Fryeburg. Mr. Tripp gays when his visiting friends, and ulso Mr. Pendexter
little hoy says the Lord's prayer the lit- and son who are there at work.
Clinton Durgin is having poor luck
tle calves will kneel by his side. When
these calves were one day old they girth- with his lnmbs this season, already haved 2 feet, 6 Inches. When 10 months old ing lost eleven.
Tho Sisterhood are getting ready to
they girthed 5 feet, a gain of 30 inches in
10 months.
present a drama to the public soon.
A donation, supper and entertainment
Masked ball at New Hall this Thursday evening. Proceeds to go to the were held in the jll. E. vestry Friday
Universallst Circle.
evening, March 29.
Mrs. Wm. Rowe and little grandson
her
have gone to Peabody to visit
RESOLUTIONS.
daughters.
Whereas, Our Divine Master whose inSaturJ. L. Frink went to Portland
finite wisdom we may not question, has
removed from our grange Sister Esther
day and returned Monday.
Mrs. M. J. Ingalls visited at J. L. C. Porter,
Fr ink's.
Resolved, That we, the officers and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fitch of Sebago members of Paris Grange, hereby tender
Mrs. Fitch our warmest sympathy to the relatives
are visiting at Dr. Fitch's.
is quite sick.
and friends in their bereavement.
Mr. Llnecott is making repairs on the
Resolved, That these resolutions be
Pequawket House.
spread upon our records, a copy sent to
the Oxford Democrat for publication
WEST BUCKFIELD.
and to the family of the deceased sister.
down
moved
has
Mrs. Amanda Keene
Resolved, That as a mark of respect
From West Sumner to her father's, and the usual emblems of mourning be disstored her goods there and intends to played for thirty days.
work out.
Hannah E. Coktis,
")
Sadie Thornehas moved up to Fred
Abbie A. Swan,
Sabrina Ε Jackson, J
Cooper's.
Fred Cooper has bought him a new
tioree.
A RAGING, ROARING FLOOD
Mrs. Bradbury, Montelle and Ethel,
Washed down a telegraph line which
ire at home from Turner Centre.
Chas. C. Ellis, of Lisbon, la., had to reThe Smiths from Stow are at Gus
in
waist
»»««·

[Committee.

Uayhew'e.
Shirley Bonney is having his timber
lawed to fix hie barn.
Gertie Bonney has been miking her
lister, Mrs. Dan Emery, a visit.

pair.

"Standing

deep

icy

water," he writes, "gave me a terrible
It grew worse daily.
cold and cough.
Finally the best doctors in Oikland,
Neb., Sioux City and Omaha said I had
Consumption and could not live. Then
I began using Dr. King's New Discovery
RUMFORD.
and was wholly cured by six bottles."
The V..I. S. circle met with Mr. and
for Coughs, Colds
Mrs. John Estes Wednesday afternoon Positively guaranteed
and all Throat and Lung troubles by F
tnd evening.
Price 60 cents and
A. Shurtlrff A Co.
Ned Martin and Ned Stuart are runTrial bottles free.
$1.00.
orchard.
Martin's
ι ling Asa
sugar
Dr. Stuart and S. L Moody attended
JOB COULDN'T HAVE STOOD IT
Masonic meeting at Bryant's Pond last
If he'd had Itching Piles. They're terI Saturday evening.
The fireman at Willis' mill is sick. ribly annoying; but Bucklen'e Arnica
John Thompson, Jr., has the mumps. salve will cure the worst case of Piles on
thousands. For InTuesday and Wednesday of this week earth. It has cured
1 vera
juries, Pains or Bodily Eruptions it's the
rainy.
25 cents
One of Carlotta Elliott's rose bushea best salve in the world. Price
1 tas a rose which measure· four inches a box. Cure guaranteed. Sold by F. A.
Shurtleff ft Co.
I η diameter.

PARIS

HON.
L NATIVE OF
THE

GiBSON.

When You Order

BROWNFIELD ELECTED TO
SENATE.

Baker's Chocolate

UNITED STATES

BrOWNFIELD, March 26,1901.

Paris Gibson of Great Falls, Mont.,
ivho was chosen United States Senator
from that state to fill the vacancy caused
A
iv the resignation of Senator William
Ulurk, is h native of this town. The
the
out
;erm which he whs chosen to fill
valance of will expire on March 3, 1905t
Mr. Gibson was born on .Julv 1, 1830.
Deiug the son of Cnpt. Abel Gibson and
His mother
Λnn (Howard) Gibson.
of
ivus a sister to Hon. Joseph Howard
of
Portland, ^ ho for seven years was one
;ho Justices of the Maine Supreme Judi-

EXAMINE THE PACKAGE YOU RECEIVE AND MAKE SURE THAT
IT BEARS OUR TRADE-HARK.

Under the decisions of the U. S. Courts no other Choco.
late is entitled to be labeled or sold as "Baker's

Chocolate."'

Cataract Mill—and
afterwards built and operated the North
Star Woolen Mills, which becime noted
for the excellence of their products. lit·
the inmet with financial reverses in
dustrial panic which began in 1873, and
at
in 1879 he went to Montan-, locating
Fort Benton, where he at once embarked
in the sheep business, being interested
with Henry McDonald In one of the first
flocks of shet-p driven into northern
a
Montana. Since that time he has, to
in
greater or less extent, been engaged
that business, and no man h is done mort
the
to promote the welfare and advance
interests of the flockm ikers of Montana,
this industry having now grown to be
one of prime importance in that state.
In 1882 Mr. Gibson first saw the fall·
of the Missouri Hiver, and examined into
the resources of the surrounding region.
He was deeply impressed with the adunvantages of the situation, with Its
limited water power, its inexhaustible
of coal, and the vast extent of

in

Minneapolis—the

COLD MEDAL, PARI·,

trade-mark.

1 900.

Easter
Hats!

■»§*have not yet

Perhaps you

Spring

bought

your

Of course you will before

hat.

tell you there is no better place
than here. Every hat is of such a quality that we tan
fully guarantee it. We take pains to sell you a hat

Easter, and let

us

becoming

that is

All the

head.

to the face

new

and that will lit the

in the newest

shapes

colorings.

The favorite derby, "THE SUFFOLK" in several
heights and rims, brown or black, $2 and $2.50.

H. B. FOSTER,
Opera

House

Block, NORWAY,

Do You Pay Cash
for Your Groceries

MAINE.

If you do why dotu
bu them of n strict-f#i
y cash store where vouM

—

ο {rou

!

doD't

have to pay big
to support a credbusiness? It you are
not paying caah, why
lies of prices over anil

1

|

profita
it

^on't you and save money? Look this
trial.
see if it will not pay you to give us a

April
I1

IN lb·. Hugar,
Cru Tomatoea, Trophy,
»
Corn, fancy Maine,....

Pumpkin,
Mi| it ·*>>,...
Stlmou, Aluki,
"

»

·'
»

»

»

le*.
Grape Nut·,
Nlireilded Wheat Hlaciilt,

.....

Wheat let,

pk(. Buckeye Kolletl Out·».

3 ran·
Red,
*J can· Pearhea,
■Λ cana Fenton'a Peaa,
Can r.otta Brand Pea·
Splcea, 1-4 lb. Ntlckney A, Poor'
Cream

|5ϋ

....

....
....

Moilit, Arm A Hammer
Formoaa Tea, per lb.,
All 3c· Poapa, now
J lba. Mocha anil Java Coffee, blended, '45
W
Kxcelalor Coffee, per lb.,
ΙΟ
Plllahury'· A lton,
.......

....

beat, per lb.,
per lb.,
Baker'a Cocoa, per ll>.,
«
Chocolate, per II,..
Rnnkel'a Cocoa
Soda

Oyater

in
Κι
1)
OS
as
OS

o*

....

lOOCrackera, large,

"
:l-)'ro\r,.................
Tartar, 1-4 lb.,
»
1 lb.. M. <t P.,
...

....

ΙΟ lba. Rolled Oata In bulk.
Rice, per lb.,
per pkg
Ivory Htarch,
"
"
Klaatic

............

.......

M
ϊί

ot
ο*
il
lu

"

"

M
Ιο
I*

Chocolate,
bag Halt,
Codflah,per ··lb
Pollock,
1 gal. Tin Oil Can
«

14 lb.

....

0«

OS
10

Β. Υ. RUSSELL & CO.,

deposits

its agricultural and grazing lands,—and
from that moment he set for himself the
task of founding and building a city at
those falls. In November, 1882, he laid
his plans before James J. Hill, the St.
Paul capitalist and railroad magnate,
and Mr. Hill readily joined interest with
him in the enterprise. Two years were
site and
spent in acquiring title to town
coal lands, and it was not till 1884 that
the foundation of the new town was
laid—indeed, to be strictlv accurate, its
start was not made till 1887, when the
St. Paul, Minneapolis ά Manitoba Bailroad, now the Great Northern Railroad,
Since th tt
was completed to that point.
time Great Falls has made marvellous
more than
progress, and is now a city of

DORCHESTER, MASS.

Established 1780.

cal Court, and afterwards successively
Di'tnoMayor of Portland, and twice the
jratlc candidate for Governor of Maine,
in
here
ind who died ver ν suddenly
BrownfWrf, his native town, on December 1*2, 1877, when visiting his brother
Moses at the old homestead where he
was born.
Mr. Gibson fitted for college at Fryeburg Academy, and then went to Bowioin College, at which Institution he
was graduated In the class of 18al.
his
Among the more distinguished of
classmates who are now living are Prof.
William A. Packard of the College of
New Jersey, Princeton, N. J.; Dr. Auwh"
gustus Choate Ilamlln of Bangor,
has done so much for the town of Paris;
John Samuel Hatch Frlnk, the Portsmouth (Ν. II.) lawyer; and Dr. Joseph
Palmer Fessenden of Salem, Mass. Mr.
Gibson Is of stalwart build, and In his
of great
younger days was a person
physical strength and agility, being,
when at Brunswick, the lending athlete
lu college.
After he had completed his course at
at
college, he remained here a few years
his old home, and at the state election In
September, 1853; was chosen a member
of the lower house of the legislature to
of this
represent the district composed
town and the towns of Fryeburg and
Porter. At about this time he married,

his wife being Valeria Sweat, daughter
of Dr. Jesse P. Sweat of this town, who
for forty-seven years practiced medicine
and surgery here, and who, lu the latter
part of his life, removed to Minneapolis,
where he died in August, 1885.
In 1858 Mr. Gibson went West to
and
"grow up with the country,"
located in Minneapolis, which was then
few hundred inhabita villnge of but a
In connection with William W.
ants.
Eastman he built the first flouring mill

Limited,

WALTER BAKER & CO.

STRICTLY CASH GROCERS,
Soutli

♦♦♦.

IVIixiiic.

Paris,

ι

BLUE

STORES.

SPRING OVERCOATS!
Time now I

15,000 people.

Time

Mr. Gibson has been connected with
the hlTiirs of Great Falls since the town
had its beginning, having been actively
engaged in stockgrowlng, mining, the
real estate business, etc. He is the promoter of the city's public park system—
which has no equal in the Northwest,—
and has given a great deal of his time to
the general development of the coal,
iron and agricultural interests of the

now

»

Heavy Overconi.
lighter Top Coat· We've the

shed your Ulster and

to put on

a

right kinds.
Long cut, loose Action;, nobby, up-to-date CoUs,

as

well

·■.«

'lie

1
«y
medium length. Neat and dressy ones in Oxford and Cambridge
Hiuk
Vicuna, and undressed Worsted, Herringbone stripes, Coverts nii.i
Worsteds at 87 *>0, 80 and §10. We've got the lower priced coat· f -.>u

want them at $0,

*1

50.

Also on > >uit.
We can please you on a SPRING OVERCOAT.
Great Falls region.
i:id
His library i* the largest private
Pair of Trousers, Hat, Shirt, or any kind of Wearing Apparel for m<
library in Great Falls. His wife is active
show
are
to
we
uud
see
Come
you.
ready
us,
boys.
in literary and educational circles, and is
the founder of the Valeria Public Library of Great Falls. They have four
I'Viiliirpn.
There was much rejoicing ut Great
Full* when the uewe reached there of
Mr. Gibson's election to the Senntorship.
SOUTH PARIS.
Me was in Helena, the capital of the
was
he
when
elected—which,
by
state,
♦♦♦the way, was at ^ :30 o'clock in the
a train for home
took
he
morning,—:ind
at one o'clock in the afternoon of the
same day, reaching Great Falls at about
4:30 o'clock. Never wae aman given a
more hearty reception than was accorded him when he arrived. E*rly in the
day, as soon as his fellow townsmen
heard of his election, they began to prepare a grand welcome for him, party
atlilistions being forgotten and all joining
SIRE
HE, m Λ Τ LA. W. 14.03S. Pacing record, 2.05#; trofing record.
in the preparations. Long before noon
i!'4;
tiie business houses and many dwellings
Sire of Passing Belle, 2.08,'^ ; Jack 1)., 2.11 % ; Scapcg
2.12.
were ahliiz? with Π igs and bunting, and
others.
S
and
Reed
j
Bird,
2.14^4;
Equity, 2.12# ; Elsinora, 2.12J3
the merchants had agreed to close their
stores between four and five o'clock.
i
D
CE CHIMES was out of Myrtle that produ
AM
FLOUE
The schools were dismissed for the after"f
The next dam was a d.r
of Peerless Chimes, 2.18J»).
and
the
was
(dam
court
the
adjourned,
noon,
force at the smelters was greatly reGolddust, that also produced Black Golddust (dam of Glendcnti.··. 17 *>
duced.
and Justina, 2.20) and others.
Long before the train reached Great
at
the
had
assembled
Falls, a big crowd
CHIMES, 5,348, sire of fifty-eight, including Florence Chimes: 1 ·:·»>*·
station, and, when the train arrived,
2.06; The Abbott, 2.03# ; The Monk, 2.08^; Merry Chimes, : *',
had
thousand
congrelive
people
fully
1 Ire
His daughters have produced eight, including I
Ed Easton, 209^.
from
the
Senator
As
the
stepped
gated1.
·- to
h..
his
dam,
Dare
and
Beautiful
train, he was surrounded by au enthuBells,
5
Devil, 2.09.
Manor, 2.04^
siastic, cheering crowd, who escorted
her credit, and her dam, Minnihaha, is the dam of eight.
him to a carriage decked with roses.
This horse (American I.aw) is a vrry handsome bay horse, grandly I -re-:, 'tie
Long ropes were attached to the carmake
blood lines the ver)· choiccst, of great substance and high finish. H<
riiige, and the ropes were seizsd by two
hundred leading citizens who drew the
the season at Mountain View Farm, South Paris, Me., at a fee of $25.
carriage up and down one of the princiFor particulars, address
pal streets of the city, the crowd along
the route all the time cheering like mad.
The dny's jubilee closed with a speech
South Pa.ris. Me.
EMOR.Y H.
from the Senator, in which he thanked
his fellow townsmeu for the hearty
goodwill manifested towards him, and
in which he pledged his best endeavors
Senator to advance the interests
a< a
of Montana.
-AnnOn the following day the people of
LAR4ÎË ASSORTMENT.
Great Falls again turned themselves
loose in celebration of the election of
and
this
secthe
to
Mr. Gibson
Senate,
ΔΛ ERXBST P.
ond demonstration was even more enSOlTTII PA HI*· "K
Next door to po»t office.
thusiastic than that of the day before.
Eirlyin the evening there was a great
for
parade and a grand display of firework»,
We are
and then came a reception at which for
an hour the Senator was kept busy in
receiving the greetings and handshakWc can show you some of the beet swivel and
ings of his fellow townsmen. The day's
ON
celebration closed with a banquet, which land Hide plows In the market, both In eteel and
beams. We have
wood
citizms
about three hundred prominent
and
Harattended, and at which the Senator and
miny other distinguished guests re&c.
Corn
rows,
sponded to toasts appropriate to the
We are also agent* for the
occasion.
happy
W titer A. Wood
Senator Gibson has always been a
Democrat. In 1889 his fellow citizens
We have In stock three full c*r load* of Fertilizers.
Wc carry four of the leading brands.
elected him a member of the state conDURING THE MONTH OK
stitutional convention which framed the
A. W. Walker Ac Son,
of
Montana.
Hu
constitution
present
Month Parla,
■·!·*.
was also elected a member of the senate
Mar. 11,1901.
of the first legislature of the State of
Montana, in which position he served
The Merchant· Insurance Company,
most creditably to himself and to hie
of Newark, Niw Jersey.
Scrutator.
constituents.
to close out odd patterns ami clean
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1900.
Real Estate,
$ 1U7.028 82
HOLDS UP A CONGRESSMAN.
318,500 00 up stock.
Mortgage I.oaue,
Stocks and Bonds
658.70000
"At the end of the last campaign," Jash
In ο nice and Hank
5S.85e 24
writes Champ Clark, Missouri's brilliant Interest ami Rent·.
«,614 82
123,230 42
Congressman, "from overwork, nervous Uncollected l'remlums,
111 other aaaeta
64
3,498
and
constant
of
loss
tension,
sleep
speak·
Grose assets
ing I had utterly collapsed. It seemed
$ 1,352,925 74
that all the organs in my body were out Deduct Items not admitted
1,028 74
of order, but three bottles of Electric
Admitted Assets
00
$1,351,897
Main and
It's the beet
Bitters made me all right.
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1900.
ail-round medicine ever sold over a
Jet unpaid losaee,.
$
96,744 08
druggist's counter." Over-worked, run- Jnearned Premiums
651,11512
ill other liabilities
down men and weak, sickly women gain
21,902 45
splendid health and vitality from BlecTotal
I 768,761 65
ttlc Bitters. Try them.
Only 50 cents. ( ,'ash Capital
400,000 ro
Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff A, Co., ι lurplua over all liabilities,
188,185 85

F. H.

NORWAY,

>C

Noyes Company,

^/tmerican

Latv 33,6971

—

—

S

MASON, Supt.

Θ0Ι100Ι Supplies—«**«

Stationery

PAMilN'S,

headquarters

A LOW PRICE
—

Disc, Spading
Spring-tooth
Planters, Cultivators,

—

Wool Carpets

Harvesting Mach'nery.

January,

..

....................
...........

...

Chas. F, Ridlon,

.............
.....

Comer

Danforth Sts.,

NORWAY,

PEOPLE'S WATER

druggists.

Mother· !

Mother· I

Mother· t

How many children are at this season feverish
tnd constipated, with bad utomach and headicbe. Mother Gray's >weei Powders tor Chllircn will always cure. If worms are present they
At au drajrglsU.
irlll certainty remove them.
15ο. Sample mailed FREE.
Address Alien 0.
Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.

[

Total liabilities and surplus,

$1,351,897

Organ For Sale.

00

have for sale a second-hand Palace Organ in
Irst-claaa condition. Haa been used but little.
VIU sell at a bargain.
MBS. G KO. W. COL*.
Put· Hill, Me.
I

_

MAINE,

COMPANY.

Annual Mrctlnf·
o''
The annul meeting of the etHkbol'ler»
People'* Water Company of South IVK
: lection of offlrert for the eneuluK Τ\'*Γ
>·1·1"1
>el<l at the ofllce of the Treasurer In
m
>n Saturday, April 8th, at 5 o'clock r.
ATWOOP,
Ο KO BUE M.
Tre*»«'rtf·
Clerk an.l
South Parla, Maine, March 8, l»l.

·.

s

*îhc

The W.
T. U. will meet at
(O.tfovd Dcmocvat I Corps HallC.Thursday
afternoon.

SOCTUJARÎS.

OFFICIt.
SOUTH PARIS POST
6.00 to 7 ΛΟ Α. m; ΛΛ0 A. M. U

llilUr*

(MtttW
$ DU Y *·

,,RASl> TRUNK RAILWAY.
,!W· « 8 °V,0Ck· Α· *"
«*t.
PAKIS
TKVINH LKAVK βΟΟΤΜ
«Ο A. M.. 938 A. M., 4 rJO P. M.
w u
;
1 IsP. *..T:W P. M.
M
ν
\ m. tniln lown and 7 W P. M. train

On.m.cm lug

Kelie Γ

McArdle, who teach's li
Braintree, Mass., is at home for tl.e vi
I cation.
Miss

Iva

DUNHAM

ι

A

SUCCESSFUL FIRM OF

|ljuincy,

Mass.

from

her

at homi
school it

Γ Bnittlctioro

The Christian Endeavor Society wil 1
hav»* a social at the Congregational ve?

(Vt.)

field

OXFORD

"ocond Congregational Church, Rev. B. S
Rideout, Factor
Preaching eeirlce Sunday

Sabbath 8choof, 1Î«0 "·; Menf
l'rayer Meeting at β 30; Social Meeting. 7.15 P_
m.; regular weekly Prayer Meeting, Thursday
evening; Y. P. S. C. E. Meeting Friday even·
10 40

corre*)>on<lence

Republican. J

BRATTLEBORO, Vt·, Friday,

of

Charles Brown of Thomaston was Instantly killed Friday in tbe Ulmer lime

0BDBCHK8.

COUNTY BOYS.

Miss Mabel G. Hathaway is

for the vacation

NORWAY.

BROTHERS..

Spring

Feb. 15.

A.

M.;

'"fjnivereallst
Church, Rev. Caroline E. Angell,
at 10 ...C
Pa°tor.
service

A.

on Sun<lav,
l'rcachlng
M.; Sabbath School, 11 >.ί Y·

v.

U.

rock quarry.
Λ rock weighing one
and one-hnlf tons fell on him and crushed him to death.
He leaves a widow,
one daughter and Ave sons.

Harnesses

from Β. Y. RUSSELL

on

I have

just got

large line
Spring trade.

in

Harnesses for the

9fW

April ist.
goods sold

and after

All

ο

a

Β. Y. RUSSELL & CO.,

to

SOME TONICS MAKE DRUNKARDS

but Cleveland's Celery Compound Tea
contains no alcohol—it is purely vegetable.
Steep it in hot water and it is
ready. It is as pure ifnd harmless as
milk, but It is the quickest and surest
cure in the world for Nervous Prostration, Exhaustion, Conetipition, Tnd'?estlon and all disenses of tbe Blood,
Kidneys, Liver, Stomach and Skin.
There is health and vigor In every
We will give you a free
ounce of it.
trial package. Large packages, 25 cents.

TAILOR-MADE

SUITS !

New Suits of the Fashionable Materials
Made up in the Latest

Styles.

suit of allA handsome, up-to-date
Neat, substantial suit in heavy blue,
Venetian cloth In four colorsgray or light gray mixed all-wool serge. wool
blue, and castor.
Jacket with blouse front and bishop garnet, royal blue, navy
with «itched fold·
sleeves, trimmed with gilt braid and Èton jacket, trimmed
dare sleeves.
Flare of taffeta silk, silk lined,
lined throughout; gilt buttons.
with taffeta silk.
trimmed
Flounce
skirt,
Price
$7.75.
skirt with inverted plait.
Price «15.00.

CHEAP and strictly for CASH

The pleasant custom adopted by L>unWe hope our prices will
h. Rev. B·
ham Bros, of holding an annual whool
run from
The
Preaching >ervtce, 10:3n a. m.; Sabbath School,
Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Fogg and daughtei for their salesmen and other employes for 12 00
us
m.; Social Evening Meeting, 7 Λ0 p. M.;
your trade.
1
-m» ave Included.
of Gorham, Ν. H., visited Mr. and Mrs Instruction In methods of selling and prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meetu
BILLS must be settled be
ALL
V i*r traie iurivée 9:1β Α. M.
II. K. Wilson over Sunday.
handling their goods, as well as to receive
J. A. Harding,
suggestions from men In the Held, was Preaching service, 10 Λ0 A.
ist.
fore
CUL'ICHKS.
Sabbath
A stylish suit of black or gray all-wool
School,
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Wilson were visitin ready
Rev. W. Ε.
The nicest that you can tind
emphasized by the presence of an appre- 11 Λ0 M. Prayer Meeting Sumlav evening 7 P. M.
■nrregatloual Church. services.
Double-breasted jacket, flare
serge.
cheviot.
10:« led over Sunday by Misses Hallie Wilsor ciative
Γk~ ι, ι>
ι-ur. Preaching
an
at
Flare made suits is of all-wool pebble
company
Mr<*. V. W. Hills, M re. F. Ε Drake,
and
lined
new $10.00 harness is a
throughout.
12
Y.
sleeves,
School
and
M.;
Ritea
of
II.
m
Hall
Ν.
My
Sunday
y
Berlin,
revers faced with
our Interesti
v
given by the firm at the Brooks House and Grace Nevers returned from Boston
>
Price $10 00. Close fitting jacket,
church prayer meeting on
skirt with inverted plait.
v y
oi
flare sleeves.
In Oxford ami adjacent counties.
Salary
1'
<n* at Τ il» o'clock. AU, not otherByron Evans, who is at work at Rum- last night. Fifty covers were laid In the and New York the first of the week. E. P. Parlin, South Paris; Williamson leader. Call and examine my line commission.
satin, ta He ta silk linings, with stitched
Address
Τ
ιη. cordially invited.
trimmed
ford Falls', came here Saturday, and will parlor of the hotel, where the company They have attended the principal milli- & Kimball, Norway.
Flounce
skirt,
THE VICTOR OIL COMPANY,
w:.ï
.\' irch. Rcv.A.W I'ottle, Paator. move his
before
An extra desirable suit of all wool folds of satin. Price 318.WO.
Cleveland, Ohio.
9:30 α.
family to Rumford Falls this of salesmen, w ith the office force, young nery openings during their absence of
r
ng leaver meeting,
men and women, were er.joyably euter- t)WO W66kâ·
A Remedy for the Grippe.
'erge In golden brown or black. Tight-vU» 10 15 a. M.; Sabbath School week.
6:15 Ρ M.;
tiiued. Included In the party were memΛ remedv recommended for patiente afflicted
fltting jacket, lined throughout with tafr.
l· «.Γηι. 1-eauuc Meeting.
line of suite
Geonre E. Walker has a new horse
'· 1
Also others, as well as a
Advertised letters in South Paris post bers of the firm and a number of invited
with the Grippe le KEMP'S BALSAM, which le
rmcctiniTP. *·; B«?er meeting
feta silk, flare sleeves. Flare skirt, with
he
of
Oxford
of
.John
Rotinson
rldav
r
bought,
evening. office
,-las* me. ting.
Γ2 to 18 years.
tor the throat and lunge.
of
for
misses
1
:
especially
adapted
rO.
April
V
nverted plait. Price_gl2
guests, together with M.
Biegtr, to work on the road and for a driver.
lr.·
Don't wait for the first symptoms of the disease,
h, Kev.T J. Kauisdell, Pastor.
Mlee Aggie Tolman.
45 a M.; Sabi. iilnn service 10
president of the Mishawaka (Ind.)
The assessors are preparing for their get a bottle to-day and keep It for use the moProprietor of the
Mr. Bert Ju<lklns.
and
Watchmaker
m
ment It Is needed. If neglected the grippe hae a
praver meeting < Λ0 P. M.;
a
woolen
vigmanufacturing company,
nnnual assessment of the town taxes.
Λ riu-î-day evening.
Also Suits Made to Order.
tendency to bring on pneumonia. KEMP'S
There will be a meeting of the Work- orous and successful anti-trust establishThe townspeople were delighted to BALSAM prevents this by keeping the cough
Practical
Charles W. Dunham presided at 1 h ive the street car? resume service this loose and the lungs free from Inflammation. All
,ΓΑΤΚΟ MtETlNUS.
ing Men's Benefit and Protective Asso- ment.
sell KEMP'S BALSAM at 25c. and BOe.
ν·
Μ.-Pari* Lodge. No. 9». Regular ciation at G. A. R. H til April 3, 7 :30 I». the dinner and George L. Duuham acted week
\
It was considered by some that druggists
tu ning on or before full moon,
M.
All are Invited to be present.
He called on various fhev were
as toastmaster.
MAINE.
a luxury, but no« are Ask Your 1>caler for Allen*· Foot Emi,
SOUTH PARIS,
«ici Lodf·, regular meetsimplv
salesmen for remarks appropriate to their held to be a
evening of each week—Aurora
necessity to the welfare and A powder for the feet. It curee Swollen, Sore,
A special meeting of the Ladies' Relief
This brought out many witty
duties.
Callous, Aching, Sweating Feet, Corns and
PROBATE NOTICES.
·, tirit and third Monday evenings
prosperity of 'hJ people and the busi- Hot,
Corps Friday evening, April ">th, for the :,ud instructive little speeches which
Bunions. At all Druggists and shoe stores, 25c
Ullh
To all persons Interested in either of the estatec
ness luterests.
No. purpose of initiation.
All the officers
milled F"EE. Addre's, Allen S. OlmM ut I'leasant Rebekah Lodge,each
Sample
hereinafter named :
Mr. Bleger gave
were highly enjoyed
and fourth Fridays of
.Special Agent for Rural Free Delivery sted, Le Koy, Ν. Y.
I -ud members art· π quested to be present.
At a Probate Court held at Paris, In and fur the
the story of his humble start In life, the R ute«, Hon. Ε Ρ Boutelle, < f Bangor,
t'eUoWii* Hall*
County of Oxford, on the 3rd Tuesday of Mar.
for
\\ Κ Kimball Poet. No. 14S, meets
"Iire"90U:'h'''
NRtlefuctlon
stamp.
with
the
Mrs.
A.
and
hi*
E.
Miss
Stiles
of
firm
guaranteed.
Samples
Howe,
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine huntight
-«hs in town Tuesday, Wednesday
r,( Saturday evenings of each
BORN.
dred and one, the following matter having been
Mrs. Powers returned from Bostou last and destructive trust, with Its threats of
and h .d under consideration
\ κ. uaii
Thursday,
presented for the action thereupon hereinafter
n
κ'uiball Relief Corp· meet* tiret week. Mrs. Howe will have a prelim- absolute annihilation, and closed with an the two rur;il free delivery
routes.
u
Indicated, It Is hereby Oki>kkkl>:
In South Paris, March 31, to tbe wife of Walturiay evenings of each month, in inary opening of millinery, Friday and appeal to the salesmen, promising them After a cireful
of
the
That notice thereof lie given to all persons Interritory lace K. Clifford, a >n.
survey
STATE OF MAINE
t ht re should be no surrender to the
terested, by causing a copy of this order to lie
In Rumford Fall·», Mar. 19, to the wife of
,nd fin investigation of the business reGrange, from May 1 to Oct. 1, Saturday.
three weeks successively in the Oxpublished
desirable patterns and color»
.lid fourth Saturday; during the
trust, notwithstanding its threatened re- quirements of the people along each Thomas A Kelly, a son.
88.
Miss Hattie Haskell will leave Tuesford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
In
In Rumford Center, Mar. 12, to the wife of COUNTV OF OXFORD,
: tl.e year, meets every Saturday,
u
duction of 25 per cent ou rubber goods. route, he decided to π commend that the Edward
at
Satisthat
appear
said
may
in
D.
1901.
they
A.
County,
March 2341.
Fit
Paris,
D. Thompson, a daughter.
day for a visit to friends in Portland and
at said I'aris, on the
of the Mishawaka "oau pr ivere of the
Taken this 23d <lay of March, 1901. on execu- Probate Court to be held
24, to the wile of Fred
petitioners for the service II In Rumford Falls,a Mar. and
Second and fourth Mondays of Cape Neddick. At the latter place she The superiority
V
I). 1901, at 'Jof the
Λ.
of
on
a
third
Issued
Apr.,
2.-th.
Tuesilay
judgassured.
I'.IOI,
tion dated February
Tlhbetts, twins, boy
girl.
faction
b md," with the perseverance and hustle he gr inted. Route No. 1 exteuds from
thereon If
will visit Mrs. William Fletcher nue
In Rumford Falls, Mar. 25, to the wife of An- ment rendered by the Justices of our Supreme clock In the forenoon, and be heard
ν
stony Brook Lodge, No. 1S1,
of a conscientious army of salesmen, the village office to the Mlllett neighbor- drew
ludlcla Court for the County of Oxford, at the they see cause.
Wild, a daughter.
(oiirtb Wednesday evenings Itouudy, a former teacher in the high
the
trust to hood along ι he
would prove too much for
Falls, Mar. 26, to the wife of A. te m thereof begun and hoiden on the second
easterly side of the lake, E. In Rumford
SARAH D. MARTIN, late of Greenwood, deschool here.
a son.
Tuesday of February. A. I) l'JOI. to wtt: on the ceased. Will and petition for probate thereof
(iimlln l.odge, No, 31, meets every
and all the prices between.
westerly to Nobl.'s Corner, easterly of InStearns,
Newton, Mass., March 26, to the wife of J. !ld day of February, Λ. I». 1801, In favor of
Hall.
at
U
few
more
or
Pythian
when
the
are
This
is
the
There
Mi.g
presented by William H. Martin, the executor
fri'lav
interesting
the Centre through Norway
day, April 1st,
past Murray Qulnbr. a son (George Hunncwell).
lames Brown and Harry Ilrown, both of Water- therein
Our Stock consists of
named.
assessors are in session to receive "true novel records In connection with the Hon. J. A. Roberts'to the Oxford line,
In Norway, March 24, to the wife of Κ. M. Tord In the county of Oxford, co-partners under
i;« iord is at home from Boston. and
a «laughter.
lirm name and style <'f James Brown A Son,
ROSCOK B. ROBERTS, late of Peru, deperfect lists" of the taxable polls growth of Brattleboro's industries than to Steep Fulls and office, a dlstauce of Thomas,
In
March, to the wife of Charles igiiln-t Abide Knight of Fryeburg In itald county ceased. Will and petition for probate thereof
a few- and estates, both real and
.1. Κ l .utnuier was iu Boston
personal, in that furnished in the development of the 24 1 2 miles. No. 2 take? the Centre of llowe,Fryeburg,
a son.
if Oxford, for flfiv-two dollars and flfty cents, presented by Elizabeth C. Robert*, the executrix
the town aud corporation.
If you have wholesale and retail boot and shoe es- the
week.
in Gllead, March 20, to the wife of William
to the
Corner
lebt or damage, and nine dollars and ninety-nine therein named.
U-t
to
Swift's
tOAn
daya daughter.
•.ents, coptK of suit, and will be Hold at public
bo few Greenwood road, the
this duty and pleasure, hurry tablishment of Duuham Bros.
chapel and North- Hicks,
SAMUEL F. BRIGGS, late of Paris,deceased.
i»f the village schools open neglected
In Kumford, March 6, to the wife of R. II
the premises In said Fryeburg, to the
iuctlon.on
;t,
thereof
up and attend to it, before the assessors large jobbing houses are found outside west Nora-ay, to Geo. Abbott s, past Sessions, a daughter.
bidder, on Satunlay, ti e 4th dey of May, Will and petition for probate executrixpresented
dghcKt
therein
wx: Monday, Aprils.
fol·
This, by the way, is the big- the important commercial centres that it Orin Brown's to the Holt road, t
In Milton Plantat'on, March 13, to the wife of
\. I). I'Mtl, at ten o'clock In the forenoon, the
adjourn.
by Louisa J. Briggs, the
assortment of blacks,
the
all
anil
named.
rlgh
real
to
Enos
a
ei-tate,
will
move
the
described
wife
elements
conFartium, «laughter.
owing
the Perrv neighborhood to S H. Milgest April fool joke which still survives. must be admitted that
v. ii. William aud
Abbie
Knight
In Rumford Certer, March 6, to the wife of .ltle and Interest which the said
delate
of
Denmark,
week.
of
this
and hair lines.
this
firm
to
the
D.
MARY
MERRILL,
iu Norway
tributing
prosperity
lett's road, through the Pike Hill Dis- W. G. Woods, a daughter (Alice Mae.)
second
blues, checks,
thc.r 1
ιαβ, and had In and to the same on the
The comedy ''Breezy
Point," pre- must have been something more than trict
ceased. Will and petition for probate thereof
I iy of January, A. D. 1901, at 3:15 o'clock In the
to the village post office again, a
as
Walker
C.
Edward
Colof
Bates
at
the
anil
vacation
the
ladies
sented by
k is
appointment
"young
Wednesday ordinary, and that brain and persistent distance of 2.1 3 4 miles. Each route has
ifternoon, the time when the same was attached administrator
with the will annexed presented
in -tudeuts are at home.
m the writ Id the same suit, to enforce a lien
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M >rket Square, since which it has made
GEO. A. WILSON,
The main office is at- ! 11 our dear friends who have remem[he street fl >or.
which we had on hand at
of all the
\ Ve have
Referee In Bankruptcy.
regular trips. Needless to say, everytractively fitted up, with fireplace, and | tpred us by letters of sympathy, and to
body was glad to see it. The service
and now have
time of the
with its oak furniture, presents an invit- ι hose who presented us with flowers, wc
has been suspended for nearly six weeks.
iug and business-like appearance. This , lesire in this way to render our heartus.
is flanked on either side by two private j elt thanks.
I nder the new arrangement of the favorable
Mks. w. H. Cole,
offices separated from the main office by
Probate Court for Oxford County, as
AT
Mk. ani> Mus Edwin H. Cole,
F. W. Uevok & Co.
glass partitions. The furniture in these
appears ir the official notice published
Mu. and Mks. James M. Day,
eNew here, terms will be held at Rumis of modern quartered oak, iucluding
Mr. and Mks. Hakky M. Estes.
business NOTICES.
the Library Bureau system of files, the
fi>rd Kails on the second Tuesday of
T0 EXTEND 0UR THANKS to our I
complete card system having been adoptFebruary, May and November, and the
OBITUARY.
Satisfactory reference must be
The other
ed for book-keeping, credits and filing
third Tuesday of August.
0Γ>
Y
S.
Abble
I
I
Mrs.
years,
Proctor, aged
Li
furnished.
A
many friends and patrons who have been so
orders, including correspondence.
term- will remain as before, except that
March 28, at the resident**·
to the rear of the new block jns*ed away
track
at South and Norway.
side
m»
held
be
us in the disposal of these goods.
w
ill
have
assisted
term
and
with
us
>atient
August
S. Eugene Proctor, WaterΓο the County Commissioners of Oxford County
has been provided by the railroad com- )f ber son,
Paris.
Another M. ol «.M »*
Mrs. Proctor will be well
Mass.
to again call your attention to the iact that we guaranalso
wish
«ml State of Maine:
We
;own,
pany.
arrive about April loth at r.
Your petitioners would respectfully represent
remembered by mmy of
Λ. E. Shurtleff has sold his grain aud
Four years ago the firm took the sale ind pleasantly
in every way, and if anyone has had anyto be all
eed these
the public convenience and wants require
older residents of Paris, Maine, It I ihat
Alton
to
feed mill on Skillings Avenue
;hnta road and highway of two rods wide should
of the Mishawaka ball-band kuit boots, :he
we want you to call our attention
and the home of her [ lie laid out and billt, beginning at road leading hing that was not
her
being:
birthplace
C. Maxim and Leon L. Russell, who will
socks and ball-band rubbers, handling
F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.
from North Fryeburgto Lovell, said beginning
Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.
life.
continue the business under the firm
refund your money.
them in competition with other jobbers. ?arly
ο the fact and we will
to start at point between houses of Anson BenThe transfer South Taris and Norway.
name of Maxim Λ Russell.
The sales of the second year on this WHY DO YOU COMMIT SUICIDE? nett and Elwood Remis and continue through
lands of Dextor Walker and John Hall to point
took place Mond ^y morning, April ljt
mnke of goods increased from $0,000 to
in
The man who lets a cold "run on" un road leading from Iron Bridge, so ctlled, to
sales
the
Mr. Maxim has been constantly in Mr.
ΤΤΤΛ
"ΝΓλτττ XT η ΤΤΛ and «"hall endeavor to constantly
The
There le Virtue
following
year
"
850,000.
petitioners would
until he Hods himself in consumption's Fish Mroet. Wherefore your
JLN \J \nr Hd) V U have in stock a full line of all the
W
of
mirk
that vour honorable bo ird will
SKurtU tl's employ for a number of years,
$100,000.
South
the
reached
pray
surprising
respectfully
H.
.t F.
NoyesCo.,
standard patent medicine?, drugs,
gmep i< guilty of self-murder. There is
make such location.
aud both are active and enterprising
while last year it passed the $300,000 no cure for Death, and consumption is view the routeK.and
Paris and Norway.
S. HUTCHIN3 and 86 others.
and other articles usually (carried
was given the sole
firm
nf OUR
the
when
young men.
are
point,
nothing
Coughs and colds
BY G0VERN°B
but Death.
and represent the highest skill
STATE OF MAINE.
agency, not only for New England,
own,
more nor less than Death in disguise.
»«*
These Pills are scientifically compounded,
I'he annual meeting of the South Paris
lut
Hiver.
for Canada east of the Ottawa
Long experience has shown the
Among nomination, made
ol physician and pharmacist.
There is one sure, infallible cure—Cleve- COUNTY OF OXFORD, SR.
and
of
to
best
their
them
knowledge
the
see·
we
consider
and
kind,
which
the
December
guarantee
give
Savings Bank Corporation was held at I W OQ.ern.r
phenomenal land's Lung Healer. Don't trifle—get a I Board of County Commissioners, March
Last year's sales reached
in them to be une/ctlled in the treatment of
2(1,1901.
its bankiug rooms in Pythian Block last
combination of remeiede exhibited
slon, 1900; held by adjournment
satisfaction.
The ret ill
result of more than $700,000
evithe
Bladder.
It
is
lung
bottle.
greatest
and
trial
satisfactory
free
UPON the foregoing petition,
diseases of the Kidney
the Brattleboro and
Thursday. To till vacancies caused by
demands upon them in the cases of persons
received that the petitioners
0— departments in both
medicine in the world.
Large bottles dence having 1>een
These Organ» have unusual are burdened
the deaths of Henry F. Morton, Samuel
merits
with worry or overwork, as
Bellows Falls stores have also shown cost but 25
are responsible, and that Inquiry Into the
who
those
and
can
and
your
|
get
cents,
you
F Briggs aud .Jarvis C- Marble and the
of nervous temperament,
of their application Is expedient, It is Ohdered,
The wholesale trade
marked advance.
to physical excesses.
cure you. Ε. Ρ
the store
it
doesn't
meet
at
addicted
if
hick
are
Commissioners
in
who
the
is
and
money
that
County
of
well as those
removal from town ol J. A. Lambe
now requiring the whole attention
the kidneys, which, unless relieved
at North Frveburg village In
falls
Parlin, South Parie; Williamson Λ Kim- of H. L. Hutchlns
The strain in these persons fail upon
Our
H. P. Deunlsoo, the following were
said county, on the 9th day of May next, at nine
both Charles W. and George L. Dunham,
to perform their work, and disease of
every
become
clogged,
soon
to
:
Norway.
ball,
and
thence
a.
their
strain,
the
of
proceed
h.,
elected members of
of the clock
corporation
are comand
it has been found advisable for the
foundation of disease of other portions of the body,
In eald peti- drugs and chemicals are the purest and best
mentioned
route
the
view
these organs, as well as the
I.eander S. Billings, Franklin M «xim.
a
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
brother, Lyndon, to remove to Brattlewho are thoroughly skilled and follows
of course.
tion; Immediately after which view,
Pharmacists,
matter
a
as
W
FrothRegistered
only
be
both
will
of
H.
Charles
Howard, George
hearing of the parties and their witnesses
are imparted to the kidneys and bladder through
boro, where he is to take charge
When your
Strength and Vitality the
bad at some convenient place In the vicinity fitted for the work both by education and long
inghara and Ernest P. Parlin. The foltheir natural
J. HASTINGS BEAN, REGISTER.
retail stores, and Henry E. Hamilton,
organs thus being restored to
action of these pills,
and such other measures taken In the premises
is
store
The
hands.
safe
the
are
in
cleansing
us
left
with
at
are
and
always
lowing trustees were elected by the In- «rested
of
presAnd
Colby,
from the blood all waste matter.
of
as the commissioners shall judge proper.
Street, Au- another graduate
removing
M
healthy condition, capable
AMIHJVKR.
corporators :
IN TUE
Pharmacist.
It le further Ordered. that notice of the time, in
of a
ent principal of the Centre grammar
GOUT, RHEUMATISM, LUMBAGO, STONE
« Andrew» Bouse S»««rmeeting
BRlGHT'S DISEASE, DIABETES,HEART
Henrv E. Hammond,
$100 place and purpose of the commissioners'
FAILURE, ETC., arc In all cue* benefltted, In
school ai Everett, Mass., will remove Suxau E. A dame to M. A. Mason et al,
and
all
to
corporaL>e
iwrsons
aforesaid
given
BLADDER, URINARV TROUBLES,
Wm ν Thomas,
direction*.
to
where
according*
day.
these
of
Bellows
BUCKFIELD.
une
to
Falls,
of
pill·,
with his family
Uons Interested, by causing attested copies
X. I'a ν tun Bolster,
SHALL in the future, as in thu past, endeavor to conduct our business most cam· cured by the
I 00 said peUtlon, and of this order thereon, to be
he is to be acting manager of the firm's Richard S. Dorman to Isabelle Cloutler,
Win. J. Wheeler,
HOW'S THIS t
in euch a manner as to merit your approval and patronage. By courtesy,
1 00 served uj>on the clerk of the town of FryeLouisa A. Lothrop to Lucy Eastman,
Pain In 8mall of Back, Etc., one pill dally after
John IT. I'tummer,
tore at that place.
we shall attain DIRECTIONS: For Lumbago, Rheumatism,
75 00 burg in said county, and also posted up in three attention to
Urination, Etc., (wo pill· three Ume·
to C. E. Foster,
Same
Albert W. Wnlker,
your wants and good goods at right prices we trust
or Highly Colored Urine, Painful
For
Scanty
mean.
and
I
said
In
town,
publishtaken with great regularity, the done being gradually
J. Hastings Bean,
GREENWOOD.
public places
after meal·. The pill» ehould be
In the Oxford Dem- this end.
the bowel· ehouid be .kept froely
datly
weeks
three
successively
treatment
ed
8. t'orter Stearns,
GOOD.
During
FEEL
'TIS EASY TO
improve·.
Yours Respectfully,
diminished an the condition
printed at Paris. In said Counrule· of health obaerved.
Mary A. Waterbouse to E. L. Tebbets et al, 1 00 ocrat, a newspaperfirst
l»eor*e A. WlUou.
of said publications, and
open, and the general
MEXICO.
a
of Oxford, the
found
have
ty
thousands
Countless
be made, served and
Conta.
The trustees organized by the electlor
QO
Price
1 00 each of the other noUccs, to
to Nellie E. Richards,
blessing to the body in Dr. King's New Ε. A. Abbott
at least thirty days before said time of
of the following officers:
E. Rlcbards to Augusta Wentwortb, 23 00 posted,
Chemists, Philadelphia, Pa.
Maut'g.
&
CO.,
HOWELL
which positively cure Consti- NellieH. Gleason to Thoroa» W. Penley,
Life
00 meeting, to the end tnat all persons and corporaQIBSON,
1
Pills,
Prepared by
N. Dayton Bolster, Pre-ddent.
Qeo.
Jaun- Annie G. Frost to Emma J. Smith,
00 tions may then and there appear and shew cause,
Dizziness,
1,000
Sick
Headache,
Vice-1*resident.
E.
pation,
Hammond,
Henry
If any they have, why the prayer of said petiFor Sale at
PARIS.
Ueorxe M. Atwood, Secretary and Treasurer
dice, Malaria, Fever and Ague and all
Maine,
South
tioners should not be granted.
S77 75
ATTK8TCHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
χΙλΙ»,
troubles.
Purely
and
to Lewis M. Brown,
Stomach
Liver
The amount on Φ po«it at the cln«e »i
Cole
Columbia
Uken Interna"?·«*
Ut^
Cure Is
100
A true copy of a*ld petition and order of court
Marshall et al,
Halt's Catarrh the
mucoue «urfaw vegetable; never gripe or weaken. Only Geo. W.Cook to Ε. H.
Ψ
business March 31,1900, was $&VJ,479 SG
upon
thereon.
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
PERU.
^ bottle. Soli *45 cents at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'e drug
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
and that on March 30, 1901, was ·2ϋ2
ATTMT :—CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
of the
100
frank Demerit* to Dana Eastman,
store.
919.42—a net increase during the yeai
of «10,439.»3.
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SALESMEN WANTED
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James N. Favor, Samuel Richards,
Expert

Tucker Harness and
Trunk Store,

Optician.

Norway.

91 Main St.,

NORWAY,
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MAIXB.

TROUSERS

OUR

WALL PAPERS

and;

SMILEY,

THOMAS

FIT—PERFECTLYJMADE.
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represented.

Prices $1.19 to $4,50,
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Complete
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speaking
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conservative
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several

Preliminary Opening!
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Incubator for Sale,

Mrs. E. A. Howe, South Paris.

Hay For Sale.
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LEWIS, Teacher.
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STORE,
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Dr. Gibson's Kidney Pills.
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HOMEMAKEKS' COLUMN.

BEEÇHAM-s

No. 37.—Proverb Paraphrased.
Those feathered songsters who first
will
irreet the bright rays of early dawn
be rewarded for their diligence by · savory and plentiful repast.

BILI0U5 AND NERVOUS DISORDERS;

1VVEAK
Sold

everywhere. in boxes,

-ν ν

ut

IMPAIRED DIGESTION,
DISORDERED LIVER and
FEMALE AILMENTS.

(
) and
£.KinJred
Diseases
(
)

Annual sale

10 cents an>l 'Jft cents each.

over

Ko. 38—The

Kalcbfi

Tour.

6,000,000 boxes,
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Bankrupt's Petition

for

In the matter of

Discharge.

)

{In

of Maine :

WESTON, of Kryebur*, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
said District. respectfully represents, that on the
9th day of February, last past, he was duly adActs of Congress rejudged bankrupt under the
lating to Bankruptcy; that he tuts duly surrendered all his property and rights of property,
and has fully compiler with all the requirements
of said Acts ami of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
bankrupt Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated tnls 14th da* of March, A. D. 1901.
JOHN WESTON, Jankrupt-

JOHN

Organs,

Pianos and

Piano Stools,

OKDKR OF XOTICK TIIEHEOS.

Covers

District of Maine, ss.
On this ilrd day of Mar., A. D. 1901, on reading the foregoing petition, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be hail
A. D.
upon the same on the 13th day of
1901, before said Court at Portland, li said District, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show ca'use, If an ν they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should uot be granted.
Ami It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all kuown creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to theui at Uiclr places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Honorable Nathax Wkbb, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In -aid District, on the ~Srd d*y of Mar.,
A. D. 11)01.
A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
[L. s-]
*
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
AUeet:—A. U. DAVIS, Clerk.

April,

—AND—

Books.

Instruction
-AT-

Reasonable Prices.
H.

k

PHOTOGRAPHIC

P.

HAXin,

SUPPLIES !

S3 tlain St.. South Paris,
Mat! orient promptly 11 I to I

.'Vie.

Bankrupt's

BOSTON

fS?

ruptcy.

luxury or traveling.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, |
Worcester, New York, etc.
■J. F. LIHCOM 3, General Manager
T. M. Rartlett, Agent.

CATARRH

CLIMATIC
climate will

CATARRH.
The

Is

sprcltlc

Wherefore he prays. That he may l>e decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against Ills estate urn 1er said
bankrupt Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 9th day of March., A. D. 1901.
WILLIE C. PERRY, Baukrupt.
Order of Miotic* Thereon.
Dihtk'ct or Maine, ss.
ou this :ii d day of Mar., A. D. lDOl.on rea<Ung
the foregoing
It Is
ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
u|>on the same on the 13th day of Apr., A. D.
1901, before said Court at Portland, in said District, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; and that notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said Di*trlct, and
th:it all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any
they have, why the
pra\erof said i*titloner should not be graute I.
And it 1- further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk sliall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and tlds order, addressed to them at their places of residence as
stated.
W itness the Honorable Nathan Webb, Judge
of the said «. ourt, ami the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the i$rd day of Mar.,
A. D. 1901.
[l. s.J
A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: A. H. DAVIS,Clerk.

petition,

toCCLl

cure

Ely's Cream Balm

It 1- quick!ν Absorbed
Gives Iteltef at once.
and cleanses
the Nasal Passait·»·*.

Opens

,œ-::r,rsi-COLP "ν head

Restores the Senses of Taste
the Membrane.
No Menury. No Injurious drugs
and ">ιικ·1Ι.
Regular Size, jO cents, Family SUe, #1 UP at
I'ruggl-tM or by mall.
ELY KKOTIlkK-S, 9ti Warren Street, New York

PACKER'S
ΚΛίίϊ BALSAM

Cleanses
l'romotc·

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Invention

Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.
sketch and dwrlplkm ma?
ail
opinion

free whether

lioi.Hstrictiy ι···'ιΐι<ΐ(·ΐιΓίιιΙ. lluiMbookon I'ateuta
for mn uniiiî patents.
Patents taken through M un η Λ Co. receive
tpr· lilt η 'tie', without charye. iu the
Bent fr····. <>M«"»t nueiu-v

Scientific Hmcrican.

to stick
with somethat doesn't
sti> k ? Buy MAJOR'S
CEMENT: you know
it sticks.
Nothing
breaks away from it.
MAJORS
Sti.k to
CEMENT. Buy once,
you will buy foris
There
ever.

Why try

things
thing

don't

4

ρ

Everybody

»

j Knows
About
«About

a

i Pain-Kitter

the

i

ESTABLISH kl> 1H7H.
p**r Imat all dnurtrbdn.

«A

c«at*

CEMENT CO.. NEW YORK CITV

MAJOR

Power Co.

************ i > i * *g

RUBBER and MAJOR'S LEATHER.
havuurllu m.
Twoacparatecviitfntx- thf beet.
15 ami

»«i

sZ~

good;

substitutes

Light,

Heat

Λ ilouble tenement house at S>uth Paris,
known as the "Mlllett Stand." Lot coutaiue one
Hereof lauil ami Is e> ηtrally locatcl. House
Is new; wanned l>v hot water an«l open AreahM»; has open plumbing, an«l all sanitary conΛ κ'οοΊ
lltlou- about the place are tne best.
tra'le to parties making Immediate application
t the subscriber.
KTHAN W II-LIS.
South Parts, Mar. 21st, l'JOl.

New York
Î Co.3618™"'""·
MUNN
Κ St., Watfhlutftun, D. C.
Branch Office,

as

b«autifi«a the hair,
luxuriant gruwth.

FOR KALE.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. I.sivest clrrulatton ,.f ηητ s.-ienMUo Journal. Term*. 93 a
year; four months, |L Sold t>y all newsdealer*.

believe

«1

α

âunuiil Mtrlliig.
The annuil met tln>c of the stock-holders of the
South Parle Light. Heat A Power Conpany for
the election "f officers for the ensuing year will
be hcM at the office of lhe Treasurer In South
Paris on Krlilay, April 12, 1901, at one o'clock
c m.
ySOBdK M. ATWOOD,
Clerk ami Treasurer.
South Parle, Maine, March 19, 1901.

hpKiMUrMMtaMlL Coiwunnlra.

nothing

a:

Never Fails to Heator* Grey
lluir to its Youthful Color.
CurvJ nc»:p dweaiea 3c hiir IaIuo^

Scuth Paris

Anvon«> wnittnif η
qiili-klT ascertain cur

Bantfhptcy.

trlct Court of the United States for the District
of Maine
\\ψ ILLIEC. l'ERRY, of Bethel, in the County
\\ of Oxford, and State of Maine, In said
District, respectfully represents that on the 17th
day of November, la-t past, he was duly adjudged
bankrupt under the Acts of Cougress relating to
Bankruptcy ; that he has duly surrendered all
his property and rights of property .and has fully
complied with all the requirements of said Acts
and of the orders of Court touching his bank-

The staunch and elegant -learners, "Bay
leave
"Tremont" alternately
an I
Stale"
Kranklln Wharf, I'ortiaud, an·! Ind'a Wharf,
Boston, at 7.00 P. Μ .tally, Sunday» excepted.
These ^toamtr· meet every demand of modern
steamship eerrlee In safety, speed, comfort and

Nothing hut a local
remedy or change Λ

Discharge.

I»

)
5

Bankrupt. )
To the Hun. Nathan Wkbb, Judge of the Dis.

\ms

LOCAL
and

Petition for

In the matter of
WILLIE C. PERKY,

«
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Household
Medicine

j

A Safe and Sure Cure for

Coughs Bruises
g Cramps
Burns
l| Diarrhoea Colds
ρ
Sprains and Strains.

^

Gives iustant relief
Two

■

Only
vuij

wire
one

Mc. and

ekes,

i«wu Killer,
Pain

50c.

vuvi^
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York, first by reason
military achievements, and secondly on account of popular belief m his personal integrity
and political soundness.
Every American boy should read the biography
of this great American administrator, historian and
soldier. Nowhere is the life of this representative
American citizen mora clearly and authoritatively
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s

Plaster Is Pain's Master.)

These are days of records and of the best·
Lng of records. Benson's Porous Plaster, for
quickuess of action and thoroughness of
cure, has no records i»beat except its own.
•et forth than in the
Benson's Plaster, always the beet, always
the leader, is tcMlay bttt«r than ever. It
sticks to tho skin but never sticks in its
trucks. It marches on.
The i>eople not only want to be eured
but cured quickly- and Benson's Plaster
ioes it. Coughs, oolds, lumbago, asthma,
bronchitis, liver and kidney complaints,
mil other ills approachable by an external
remedy, yield to Bensou's as ice does to heat.
Neither Belladonna, Strengthening or
Capsicum plasters are to be compared with
Benson's.
People who hare once tested
he merits of Benson's Plaster haTe no us·
—___—ι ot any other external remedy.
More than 5,000 physicians and drug»
It telle how after graduating from Harvard, he
| lists (and a thousand times as many noo~
studied law, was a member of the N.Y. Assembly;
>rofessional persons) have called Benson's
President of the Γ. 3. Civil Service Commission;
] blasters one of the few (!) home remedies
President of the New York Police Commission;
| hat can be trusted.
Asst. Secy, of the Navy; Lieutenant-Colonel and
Fifty-live highest awards have been made·
later Colonel of the "Bough Kiders," and now
\ ο it in competition with the beet knows
Governor of New York.
of Europe and America.
Better
ilasters
]
It characterize· him as a thorough scholar, an
] iroof of its merits is inconceivable. Be
Indefatigable sportsman, a typical fionUeremau I ure to get the genuine.
and a brave leader.
For sale by all druggists, or we will pr^
It mentions the many valuable historical works
>ay [«stage cn any number ordered in the
he published, how he lead his men at Las UuaslI lui ted Statee, on receipt of 25c. eaoh.
mas. El Caney, and San J uan Hill.
Seabury dt Johnson, Mfg. Chemists, N.X,
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Λ knight who was very fond of literastarted one day for a tour upon his
chessboard. This was lettered as shown
in the above diagram. By starting at the
right square and following what is known
in chess as the knight's move the name of
several prominent authors may be spelled. Where did the knight start? Where
did he travel? Who were the authors?
Use each of the 04 letters but once.
(If the knight started at 4, he could
If he started at
move to 10, 11». 21 or 14.
27, he could move to 17, 10, 12, 21, 37, 44,
42 or 33.)—St. Nicholas.
ture

39.—Rhomboid.
1. Λ thin kind of cake or bread.
longing to ships. 3. At no time.
make as good as new. 5. Knots.
No.

2. Be4. To

No. 40.—Single Aeroatlc.
1. Nearly square. 2. Nearly round.
3. Shelter from the rain.
4. Smile on rustic visage found.
5. Crotchety in brain.
Initials name something used to give a
luster to articles of metal or glass. It is
of a bright red colur.
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"One of the most unique railroads in
the country," eaid a man, "was encountered by me on a recent trip through
Southern Maryland.
"The road^p twenty miles long, and
rune from Brandywine, on the Pope's
Creek branch of the Baltimore and Potomac Railroad, in Charles County, to
Mechaniusville, in St. Marv's County.
Its corporate name is the Washington
and Potomac Railroad Company. The
single train which runs each way daily
is made up of the engine, one freight
car and one combination baggage and
passenger car. The schedule seems to
be liberal, and no hurry is manifested in
train movements.
"The conductor of the train, who also
acts as baggage master upon occasion, is
general manager of the road. He issues
orders as general manager and obeys
them as conductor. When, as conductor,
he thinks the schedule should be changed, he notifies the general manager,
(himself), who, if he thinks it advisable,
makes up a new schedule and issues running orders accordingly to the conductor
(also himself) and the latter obeys.
There are no ticket agents along the
route that I could learn of, and the conductor collects fareb as on a street railway here, puuching a hole for each fare
in a slip of cardboard. Then he goes
into the baggage car, sees that the
trunks are properly delivered and looks
after express and mail packages.
"I was obliged to take a long drive in
the country from one of the stations,
and was anxious to get back in time to
catch the train on its return trip. I told
my driver of my wish.
"
Oh, that's all right,' he said. 'If we
are pushed for time we will stop the
train four or five miles up the track.'
"
'But will it stop? There is no station
there.'
"
'That makes no difference,' the
driver replied. 'All you have to do is to
appear ou the track at any road crossing
and hail the eugineer.'
"Although the road cannot boast the
accommodations of trunk linec," continued the speaker, "it is really a great
convenience to the country through
which it passes. People down there tell
me it has been kept going several years
almost entirely through the efforts of
the young manager-conductor, who is
hard-working, untiring and popular. He
has been busy improving the roadbed re-

TAKING CARE OF LAMPS.
uOh ! those tiresome lamps ! They are
such a continual bone of contention in
the house. Something is always going
wrong with them ; they smoke, emell,
go out for want of-oil, and make marks
of oil about." These words were said to
me lately when staying with a friend,
and after hearing still more of the disadvantages of lamp*, I proposed to take
the work of managing them out of the
hands of her maid, and to effect an im-

My plan of action was as follows:
First I had all the lamps collected in the
back kitchen ; then I found an old tea
tray, upon which 1 placed a piece of
brown paper, a pair of lnmp scissors,
The
some old rags, and a paint brush.
first thing was to rub and polish all the
old
soft
and
with
some
globes
chimneys
sheeting and a proper chimney brush.
The chimneys that were brown looking
I rubbed with the corner of my rag,
which 1 slightly dampened.
Having
tinished the glasses, I placed tbem on a
shelf, out of the way until needed later,
when it wus time to light the lamps.
Next 1 took each lamp in turn, and
inspected the burner. Taking oil' the
outer casing, I just rubbed the wick
twice with a small piece of rag; then,
taking the paint brush, I brushed out
the brassworg and airholes, and put the
After
outer casiug in its place again.
this I took my oilcan, and tilled each
lamp (after I had cleaned the burner),
finally rubbing it well all round with
my latupdoth, until no particle of oil
was to be felt on the outside.
The following hints may be useful : It
is always well to have a proper cloth to
hang up, labeled "L-tmpcloth," and to
keep it for drying the lamps; also, have
a separate cloth for rubbing the chimneys and globes only. See that your
chimuey-brush has no wire at the end of
it, or it may break or scratch the glass.
Never wash chimneys, for if you do they
break more easily, especially in frosty
weather; if kept polished daily they do
not need it.
Take your burners to
pieces at least twice a week. Never cut
wicks if you can get at them to flatteu
level with their holders. Count your
number of lamps daily, so that none are
forgotten.—McCall's Magazinfe.

SMALL WAIST.
To decrease the size ofitthe waist by
tight-lacing is simply to ruin the tigure
irretrievably. So much has been said
and written on this subject, and the
physiological reasons of this fact are
bow so generally known, that it is unNo. 41.—Three Gate».
necessary for me to go into the matter
What gate includes the whole?
here. The fact remains, tight lacing, so
What gate is progressive?
far from addiug to a woman's beauty,
What gate is like Joseph's coat?
merely detracts from the symmetry of
ber shape, and ultimately results in what
No. 42.—am erica 1 Enigma.
is
described as a "lost tigure"
I am composed of 37 letters and form a in popularly
early middle age. Most girls, hapline from a translation of the "Iliad."
pily, are now beginning to realize this
My 3, 31, 1, 20 is a measure. My 22,
truth, and instead of squeezing their
27, 29 is to procure. My 34. 21, 33 is a waists iuto the smallest
possible compersonal pronoun. My 13, 5, 10, 17, 10, pass, have taken to reducing its actual
7. 37 is a garden vegetable. My 2N, 20,
size by a series of gymnastic exercises.
35. 24 is to converse. My 18, 14. 11. 19,
The following simple movements, if per2 is a girl's name. My 0, 8. 30 is gave
severed in regularly and consistently,
food to. My 32, >33, 30, 4. 12 are plates
will work wonders in this direction:
where things are sold. My 15, 0, 25 is
First, stand perfectly upright, with
recompense.
shoulders back, chin pressed well back,
and
arms at the sideu, with palms of the
No. 43.—E««r H Iddleaieree.
hands to the front. Raise the arms up
In come, not in go;
over the top of the head till the thumbs
In hat, not in row;
touch, and then drop them slowly down
In child, not in man;
again.
In race, not in ran;
Second, hold the arms straight out in
In pail, uot in bucket;
front of yoa, palms down, and theu
lu rage, not in racket;
move each arm around gradually to the
In home. Home and dome.
side and back again, keeping tbem on
Whole is a city.
the level of the shoulders.
Third, stand with the arms as far
No. 44.—Great Men of Old.
apart as possible level with the shoulders,
[Supply missing letters.]
and making a perfect cross with the
S******'s—A great Grecian poet.
body, and describe small circles with
C**o—A Homan patriot.
each arm, using the shoulder as centre.
L******s—A brave king of Sparta.
Repeat each exercise half-a-dozen
times consecutively.
Χ ο. 45.—Beheadings.
There is absolutely nothing as beneBehead a fruit aud leave to roam.
ficial to the figure and the whole general
insect.
Behead to rave aud leave an
health, as regular gymnastic exercise.—
Behead a vision and leave 20 quires.
McCall's Magazine.
leave
and
Behead repeatedly
prWit.
Behead a cry and leave to trouble,
THE INFLUENCE OF HEREDITY.
liehead a talon aud leave a rule.
Although the laws governing heredity
are as yet but little known, enough has
Pointed Paragraph·.
been discovered within the past half
A man who is wrapped up in himself is ]
century to throw a great light upon the
his own warmest friend.
moral obligation of men and women to
It is a dear bargain which you get at have
sound, healthy oflspring. Marthe expense of your self respect.
riage concerns not only the two volunEleven jurymen may have a hard time
tary partners in it, but uncounted future
of it because of one disagreeable man.
whose
welfare
comes
generations,
Every doc has his day, and the tramp through this fuuction,
satisfying the definds that nearly every day has its dog.
mands of the higher nature in both
Castles in the air are a great comfort
parents. If they are happy in each
to those who must live in cabins un the
other the oflspring of their union will be
earth.
well endowed, for happiness is the men"l>ear me." sighed the stray letter as it
tal equivalent of physical vitality, and
on
been
"I've
another
received
postmark,
if the one is necessary to bodily health
the go until I am nearly dead."
the other is also equally essential to a
sound and well-balanced mind. Let the
Key to the Pussier.
mother cultivate in herself a fixed de1.
of
Words:
Army.
Chaiu
No. 29.—A
termination to transmit to her child as
2. Myth. 3. Tbea. 4. Ease. 5. Seal. β. much as possible of what 13 best in her
Algie. 7. Gage. 8. Gear. 9. Arab. 10. and as little as may be of what is worst.
13. Erst. A
12. Leer.
11. Bale.
Abba.
strong moral purpose like this, which
14. Stir. 15. Iron. 10. Once. 17. Cede. absorbs the mind, uses all the blood and
15. Dear. 19. Army.
heat the body can furnish, leaving no
No. 30.—Cattle Ranch Riddle: They material from which her more frivolous,
called the camp Focus because the sun's fleeting impulses can build vices. The
meat
rays meet there (the sons raise
mother whose habitual mood is good
there).
makes by her beautiful thoughts and
row,
Show,
No. 31.—Missing Rhyme:
tender fancies a wall of her own strong
mow, glow, foe, woe, blow, row.
character against the hordes of counterNo. 32.—A Hollow Square: 1. Mar· inheritances
pressing down from dead
mion. 2. Nerissa. 3. Albania. 4. Ana- and
gone forefathers, to drag low the
gram.
of
her
nature
child.—Woman's Home
No. 33.—Illustrated Rebus: Whooping
Companion.
cough, hiccoughs, teething, sore eyes (hoop
in coffee cups, tea things, o'er eyes).
FASHION NOTES
No. 34.—Anagram: Inlets, tinsel, linest.
There are two direct influences in
enlist, listen, silent.
No. 35.—The Kathtub Puzzle: If the Paris just now in the new styles; one
faucet can till the tub in 15 minutes, in for long, straight skirts, without miiny
rutins and furbelows, the other against
one minute the faucet «an discharge as
much water as will till one-fifteenth of these. In the end I imagine both will
the tub. If the outlet can empty the tub prevail.
The newest thing in the way of a belt
in 30 minutes, it can empty but one-thirtieth of the entire contents of the tub in fastener is a buckle in the form of a
which pins the ribbon or velvet
brooch
one minute; hence, if the faucet can fill
one-fifteenth part of the tub in oue min- belt in place in front.
Wide collars and deep cuffs to miitch
ute and the outlet can empty only onethirtieth of the contents of the tub in one are seen on linen and canvas gowns and
minute, then under those conditions the gowns of smilar materials.
Boleros now often accompany long
tub only retains as much water as the
difference between what is put into it bell sleeves and are slipped on and off,
and what it discharges in one minute. as occasion requires, for warmth, the
t.nd which is one-thirtieth. Therefore if shirt showing beneath generally made
in one minute only one-thirtieth of the tub with bishop sleeves. Such jickets are
bordered with fur as well as the handcan be tille«t to fill thirty-thirtieths, or the
some passementerie and can be made to
whole tub. would take 30 minutes.
No. 36.—Sobriquets: 1. Geoffrey Chau- do duty with many^klrts, which are
trimmed with cordings aud kiltings and
cer. 2. Abraham Lincoln. 3. Ralph Wal5. flounces cut on the round, invisibly
4. Oliver Cromwell.
do Emerson.
Washington Irving. 0. Hamlet, prince joined to the skirt with these frillings.
7. John C. Fremont. S.
Scallops border many flounces and
of Denmark.
9. Ilenry M. army side trimmings on skirts.
Elizabeth of England.
Corselet belts prove so becoming that
Stanley. 10. Andrew Jackson.
they are almost universally worn with
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
any sort of bolero. They are almost as
Tt«ke Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. much trouble to make as a bodice, for
All druggists refund the money if it they require to be boned and fitted with
fails to cure. F. W. Grove's signature on great exactitude.
each box.
25c. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
A

WASH YOUR HANDS.
It has recently been claimed that cases
The mendicant.
"Beg pardon, sir,
but I haven't had anything to eat for a of Infection that could be accounted for
week." The philanthropist. "Let me in no other way have been explained by
congratulate you upon your success in the fingers as a vehicle. In handling
It must money, especially of paper, door knobs,
so interesting an experiment.
be a great saving to you, and I'm sure banisters, car straps, and a hundred
things that every one must frequently
you're looking well."
touch, there are chances innumerable of
"I had piles so bad I could get no rest picking up germs of typhoid, scarlatina,
Yet some
nor find a cure until I tried DeWitt's diphtheria, smallpox, etc.
Witch Hhzu1 Salve. After using it once, persons actually put such things in their
I forgot I ever had anything like Piles." mouths, if not too large. Before eating,
—E. C. Bolce, Somers Point, Ν. Y. or touching that which is eaten, the
be
immediately and
Look out for imitations. Be sure vou bands should
F. A. Shurtleff & scrupulously washed. We hear much
ask for DeWitt's.
Co., South Paris; Williamson & Kim- about general cleanliness as "next to
godliness." It may be added that here
ball.
in particular it is also ahead of health
Interchange of confidence. "And now, ind safety. The Jews made no mistake
in that "except they washed they ate
my boy, don't have any secrets from
not." It is a sanitary ordinançe as well
your father. What are your college
debts? Don't be afraid to tell me the us an ordinance of good manners.—Mc"I won't, Call's Magazine.
sum total, to the last cent."
father. The whole amount is $5,327.50."
"I lhank you for the confidence, my
A cheap and easy way to clean white
boy, and I will be equally frank. You lud all light-colored kid gloves: Promay pay those debts the best way you sure half a pint of benzollne, plunge the
'
can."
(loves in, and wash with the hands,
1 wtll furnish DOOBS aad WINDOWS of any- ί
out, pull into shape, and hang in
wring
DeWitt's
se or Style at reasonable prices.
Those famous little pills,
;he air a few minutes, und your gloves
Imall
will
remove
Little Early Risers
will look like new.
purities from your system, cleanse your
If la want of any kind of Finish for Inside ir1 bowels, make them regular. F. A. Shurtntslde work, sesd In your orders. Pine LiaWhen pillow-cases and other articles
leff A Co., South Parts ; Williamson &
« or and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
1 lave become discolored by being dried
Kimball.
ndoors in bad weather, soak them for
Ρ
and
"Now, darling, I don't want you to l 'our or five days in a large pan of clean
Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.
give me anything for my birthday, ex- < :old water, taming them about each
sept the promise you will be a good girl." lay. Blue slightly, and finish in the
'Ob, mamma, that's too baa, I bayed ι isual way. They will be beautifully
*
ι vhlte.
poo aomflo else."
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THE

provement.

BatUntptcy.
JOHN WESTON,
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Natha* Wkbb, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District

South Paris.

HE

Correspondence on topic· of Interest to the Udlet
lssoficUed. Address : Kdltor Homemakkrs'
Column, Oxford Democrat, Paris. Maine.

FOR ALL

SICK HEADACHE.
CONSTIPATION,
STOMACH,

ONE MAN RUNS THE RAILROAD.

cently."

MÎCE QUICK

FACES.
In the eye (hit lights to meet
that smile* to greet us

ui

and the Cm·

the
Are the shadow* of the future and
of the past.
the cheek that in it· dawning flushed

impre*

And

as the morning
Bhows the outline of ita
at last.

beauty

as

a«

roqr

it fad·· away

their dimpl··
And the little children'· face· mid
arc the trace·
of manOf the maiden'· glowing beauty and
hood'· brow of care,
of gladne·· and the lhadow of
And the

propheoy

the sadness
To the thoughtful eye
lurking ever there.

But the face· that

are

gaaeth

that

nearest

are

they

and the faces that

dearest
Are the true, the tender face· that
are

loving win;

our

trust and
when the

Then, when comci to them the shading,
roses shall be fading,
like the vase with light illumined shall
the soul within.

we see

—Woman'· Life.

MARRIED HANNER HIMSELF.
Wedding Came About Through
st Deal Over a Mortgage.
"Never heeid bow I got the beet of
the
ole Simmons, did you?" queried
farmer from the upper part of the
"You
state, who Is visiting his sou.
knowed what α skinflint he was?
The

Worst I ever see or read about.
"Well, you been iloppin round a good
bit 'bout ole wldderers glttln married
ag'ln, so I'll tell you how It was. Simmons held a mortgage on that south
forty. lie beat me outen the money
on a sharp dicker, and I been ready
him
ter put the scalpiu knife enter
I'd
ever sence, but 1 caikerlated thet
have ter settle or give him the land.
While I was savin up ter clear off the
I got a intermasbing frutn

mor'gage

Si Duke that ole Simmons was payin
'tention ter Ilanner Watsing. Si gl'me
the hint and same time tole me he was
lettin on ter be Manner's stlddy jest so
as ter devil Simmons.
"When I went ter see the ole skinflint 'bout givln me a leetle more time

the mor'gage, he kinder giggles
round and looks like he'd been stealin
was
sheep and ast me what the talk
'bout Si and Ilanner. Now, I ain't no
off
college perfeseer, but I see right
what way the wind was blowin, and I
common reepun a yarn 'bout it bein
as how Ilanner and SI was goin
on

port

hitch.
"I thought ole Simmons would have
all the
a spell, but I braced him up,
time a-tellin him thet Si and Ilanner
would be a good match. Well, the upshoot was thet he said ef I'd git SI ter
I
move to Indianey and stay there
could have the mor'gage cleared withter

A PUNCTUAL MAN.
A certain Mr. Scott of Exeter, whose
business required him to travel constantly, was one of the most famous
characters for punctuality in the kingdom. By his methodical habits, combined with unwearied industry, he accumulated a large fortune. For a great
many years the landlord of every inn in out payin a cent. SI was blamed glad
Cornwall or Devon that he visite^ knew ter go for $50, and it cleared me 'bout
tarthe exact day and hour he wouldarrive.
$1,500. But ole Simmons was so
A short time before he died, at the adnel mean In talkin 'bout it thet he got
vanced age of eighty, a gentleman who
In and marmy mad up, and I sailed
was making ajourney through Cornwall
ried Ilanner myself. Thet's the way
at
a
small
inn
at
Port
for
Isaac
put up
and
his dinner. He looked over the bill of you got yer new mother-in-law,
bein knocked
fare, and found nothing to his liking. ef yon ever hear of me
He had, however, seen a fine duck roast- over you lnvestergute ole Simmons."—
ing on the tire. "I'll h;ive that," said Detroit Free Tress.
he. "You cannot, sir," replied the
landlord; "itisforMr Scott of Exeter."
Origin of the Yoaemtte Valley.
"I know Mr. Scott very well," replied
It is perfectly obvious to those familthe traveler. "He is not in your house."
iar with glacial phenomena that Yo"Very sorry," said the laudlord, "but eernite is quite an ordinary and necessix mouths ago, when he was last here,
erosion under
he ordered the duck to be ready for him sary product of glacial
localthis day, exactly at two o'clock." And, the conditions prevailing in that
to the amjz meut of the traveler, who
ity. The main glacier came down Techanced to look from the window, the naya canyon, cutting it to a steep but
old gentleman was at that moment en- fairly uniform grade. Yosemlte valley
tering the inn yard, about five minutes Is but a continuation of that gorge.
before' the appointed time.—Harper's The end of the
glacier at the time that
Rouud Table.
It was cutting Yosemite extended not
Liver Complaints curcil by ISkkcham'h I'ills. far beyond I'ort Monroe. It remained
there for a long time and therefore
"You miy remember," said the perplowed out the bottom of the valley to
sistent ollice-seeker, "1 called on you
Branch glaciers
a considerable depth.
about a year ago and asked for a situawhen It filled
"
tion in the
"Weil?" interrupted the Joined the Tenaya glacier
down the valleys of
Yosemlte,
coming
boss.
political
promised
"Why—er«-you
"
to keep me in mind, and
"Well, I'm Yosemite, Little Yosemlte, Illilouette
and Bridal Veil and other creeks and
there.
Good
keeping you
day!"
forming hanging valleys at the Juncof
Kent
of
Comfort,
Nl^litK
liny*
tion points. The formation of the verif j-ou take I'yny-Pectoral for Unit couyh.
tical cliffs of the valley may have been
The teacher asked the class wherein due to undermining and may have been
lay the difference in meaning bet ween aided by the cleavage of the rocks. On
the words "sufficient" and "enough." tiie recession of the glacier doubtless
"
"
answered Tommy, "is the bottom of the valley was occupied
-Sulllc-lent,'
when mother thinks it's time to stop
by a lake which has since been partialeating pudding; 'enough' is when 1 ly filled by detritus and drained by the
think it is."
erosion of Merced river cutting through
the rock wall at the foot of the valley.
—National Geographic
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Laxative

the

011

every box of the genuine
Tablet·

Bromo-Quinine
cold In

remedy that

cam η

on·

day

Nervous Visitor (who is being tnken
out for a drive by his host's daughter) :
"Isn't it very unsafe going so fast down
hill, Miss Daisy? And—and—to hold the
reins so—so loosely?" Miss Daisy (lightheartedly enjoying herself) : "Is it? I've
never driven before.
Papa won't let me
when he is at home. Says I'm so reckless." (Flicks whip.) "Come up, old
man

!"

STOPS THE COUGH
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.

Laxsitlve Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure a
cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price
25 cents. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
His Only Way Out. "What did you
propose to her for, anyhow?" "Weil, I
couldn't think of anything else to say,

aud the eileuce
You cannot

was

becoming appalling."

enjoy perfect health,

Magazine.

Where Girl· MoKt Marry.

rosy

In Uussia if a girl desires to study
at either of the universities etiquette
requires that she should be married.
Accordingly she goes through the civil
form of marriage with one of the men
students, whom she may never have
seen

before and

speak to again.

perhaps

may never

These marriages
perfectly legal,
and if the contracting parties like each
other they are united for life, but otherwise the marriage Is dissolved when
their university course is finished and
both are free to marry again. Sonya
Kovalevskl, the celebrated mathematician. went through the civil marriage
are

ceremony with a student whom she
then saw for the first time, but who
eventually became her husband.—
Home Notes.

Old Government Clock.
It Is α tine old clock which stands In
the senate lobby fronting the main entrance to the senate chamber. For almoet a century It has been ticking
away, night and day, and now It Is as
A Fine

cheeks, and sparkling eyes if your liver
is sluggish and your bowels clogged.
DeWitt'e Little Early Risers cleanse the
whole system. They never gripe. F.
good as ever.
A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; WilThe old clock Is about eight feet high,
Kimball.
liamson &
and Its frame Is solid mahogany. Its
Cause for Regret.
Lady—"I don't
like this picture so well as 1 did the last
one you took of me."
Photographer—
"Ah, madame, I have not the artistic
taste that I had when I was young; and,
besides, my camera is getting old."

Spring coughs

are

specially dangerous

and unless cured at once, serious results
often follow. One Minute Cough Cure
acts like magic. It is not a common
mixture but is a high grade remndy. F.
A. Shurtleff «fc Co., South Paris; Williamson & Kimball.

^00

Much of a Good Thing. Jimson—
became of that man who had
twenty-seven medals for saving people
from drowning?" Dock Worker—"He
fell in one day when he had them all on,
and the weight of 'em sunk him."

"What

A clear brain and healthy body are esfor success.
Business men,
teachers, students, housewives, and
nther workers say Hood's Sarsaparilla
Boives them appetite and strength, and
makes their work seem easy. It oversomes that tired feeling.

sential

CORRECTLY ANSWERED.
Tutor—You know, of course, that in
Christian countries such as ours a man
Id only allowed one wife. Now what is
ihat state of things called?
Pupil—I know. Monotony!
You can't cure dyspepsia by dieting.
Eat good wholesome food, and plenty of
it.—Kodoi Dyspepsia Cure digests food
without aid from the stomach, and is
nnde to cure. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,

South Paris; Williamson & Kimball.

Visitor to Country Town (who has
shown over the church) : "And
low long has your present vicar been
îere?" Sexton—"Mr. Mole, sir,
has
)een the incumbrance here, sir, for nigh
< >n forty years, sir."
Dee η

Avoid all drying Inhalants and use
hat which cleanses andJieals the mem| >rane. Ely's Cream Balm is such a
, emedy and cares Catarrh easily and
)leasantly. Cold in the head vanishes
luickly. Price 50 cents at druggists or
I >y mail.
Catarrh caused difficulty in speaking
< ind to a great extent loss of hearing.
1 Jy the use of Ely's Cream Balm dropI ting of mucus has ceased, voice and
1 tearing have greatly^-lmproved.—J. W.
,

1
J

face Is about a foot and a half In diameter, and the naine of Thomas Voight,
Philadelphia, shows by whom and
where it was made. It used to stand in
the old senate chamber, now the supreme court rooui, where Webster and
Clay and Benton and all the famous

So

Maine Man Who
Them Intereatlnir ret·.

Say·

a

Find*

Ια This Case the Work

Out on Forest avenue Is η mouse
fancier whose residence, lest he lose
withheld.
easte with his neighbors, is
orIn a pen be has half a dozen or so
dinary field mice.
I
are the most sociable pets

"They
had," he remarked, "and any

ever

Properly

The Btimalaa.
"Do you think that genius Is moved
lo exert Itself by Inspiration?"
"Sometimes," answered the very seri)us young man, "but oftener by the expiration of the period for which rent
las been paid."—Washington Star.

1
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Done.
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Admitted A Mete,.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1900.
Net unpaid loeaea
| .·β,1»ϋ
Unearned Premium·
AU other liabilities
»Λ j.

Total
H.IHJN·
Caab Capital
'»■<
^
Surplus over all liabilities
'><4.0(1 n
Read how it's done.
Thurber»
of
and
Total llabllltlea
103
Mr. Fred A. Wood,
eurplu*
W. R. TARBOX, A (ft, t ryeburf,
for
avenue, Providence, R. I., messenger
the Earle and Ρ re we Express Co., says :
"In the winter of 1897 I became so en»
thusiastic an admirer of Doan's Kidney
Pills, after they cured me of kidney
haven't acquired
refused
have
and
however,
humanity,
trouble, I wrote to the agents unsolicited,
to trust any one else so far.
telling them about my cure and stating
an
"While mice eat a great denl for
that if my recommendation would help
when food is abunthe preparation along I would be only
animal so smallexist
a
for
surprising
dant, they can
too pleased to furnish it It has appeared
what you eat.
long time with next to nothing. Any
in our Providence newspapers since, and
Invested
one whose house has been
It artificially digests the food aod aid·
emI
of
month
the
in
May, 1899,
Nature in strengthening and recon·
with mice and who had passed weary now
is not one word I structiog the exhausted «li^esti^eor*
weeks when everything that possibly phatically state there
On the other hand, I gain. It is the latest discuvtrfcdd.geit.
could serve as food was carefully un- wish to retract.
No other preparat.oo
to
a prep· aut and tonic.
der lock and key, finally calling
am only too pleased to re-endorse
can approach It in efficiency. it jj.
service an active ferret, will appreciate aration which acts so faithfully to the
siautly relievesand permanently cures
this fact. He is a mighty aggressive
made for it as Doan'· Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn.
not representations
and tireless forager after food,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Kidney Pills."
hesitating at walls or similar obstrucSick Headache. Giistralgia (.'rampsand
all
eale
for
Pills
by
Doan's
Kidney
all of her results of impel fert, digestion.
tions, through which he patiently
Mailed by Fostertest of persistence dealers, price 50 cents.
Price50c. and 11. Lirei-.ze ccntaine::^ tie*
gnaws a path. As a
food Milburn Co.. Buffalo, Ν. Y., sole agents somllsiM. JlnokaHit x>ut iycp< pslattui.edfrw
In this line I hung a basket of
A
after for the U. S.
Remember the name, PrtDor^d bv E. C-OeWlTT CO Cljieca»
from the ceiling by a rope and

Kodol
Cure

Dyspepsia
Digests

week's fast placed a mouse at a hole
He
in the celling above the basket.
on
descended some eight feet or more
reached his
a slender cord and safely
haven, later climbing up again.
"All of my mice I have taken from
notice
nests about the premises and
bethat they invariably seek shelter
In so
low or behind something, never
exposed a locality as almost any other
animal would select For a nest pa-

Doar's. and take ::o substitute.

a

WAIÏTEI».

We Do all Kinds of....
JOB PRINTING.
Atwood & Forbes, SoutfrParis.

l'laln

eew

ng,
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(Uu((n
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Fift,

Oanforlh,
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Druggists Speak :
"

material seems
per, cloth or any soft
to satisfy, and the exceeding fineness
with which It is chopped suggests some
teeth."
mighty artistic work with their
—Portland Express.

We hate

a

good

sale

on

^

Lj,^Jfg

μ D

sale and steady demand."
R. 11. MOODY, Belfast, Sit.
of the comparut A chj fa
one
"7 F Al wood's Bitters is
ASA ft SNOW, Damariscolta.-t
good sellers."

"I have

A VERY PARTICULAR BIRD.

qood
y

a

\

If the Bathing Dlah Didn't Salt Him,
He Went Unvraahed.

"Birds have as much character as
on
human beings," said a specialist
birds. "Some are the most arrant little
litaristocrat^, while others are regular
I had a little fellow
tle plebeians.
all my efsome time ago who, despite

Each morning
in
when, with his white porcelain tub
he
my hand, I approached his cage,
would resolve himself into the sulkiest,
dreariest little ball of feathers you can

forts, would not bathe.

I coaxed and pleadBathe he would not
So consistent was he In his determination not to bathe that I named hiin
Tramp. One morning I broke the tub,
I took a shallow blue
and in its

possibly Imagine.

ed; I

even

bribed.

A full line of these ranges

place

dish of Japanese ware.
Tramp eyed me for a moment with all
his old hostility, and then as he caught
down
eight of the pretty dish he flew
with chirps of Joy and
from his

and

white

darted Into the water before I could

in fuel makes it economy

Saving

take my hand from the cage.
"I had found the way to his heart
and his morning bath now became a
dally source of Joy to both of us. But
ont fatal morning I broke the blue and
white dish. In an apologetic manner I

discard your old range.

to

50 cents

brought to Tramp once more the regulation white bath dish, hoping that bis
cleanly habits were by this time so ingrained that he would overlook the
prosaic appearance of his tub. Not so.
An angry flutter of wings, a threatening little beak, a perfect tempest of
shrill cheeps and twitterings and then

a

payment, without

week

price,

increase in

makes it easy to

own

of these modern ranges.

one

on the topmost perch.
"So it went on till I secured another
blue and white dish and then peace
and
harmony and morning baths
again."—New York Commercial Advertiser.

be

can

Variety Store.

at Hobbs'

seen

perch

sulky silence

CAMERAS AT COST
mf

to close out stock on hand before buying our Spring line.

Railroad Man'· Prayer.
An old railroad man, having been
converted, was asked to lead In prayer.
The following was the response: "O
Lord, now that I have flagged thee, lift
life
up my feet from the rough road of
and plant them safely on the deck of
the train of salvation. Let me use the
safety lamp known ns prudence, make
all the couplings in the train with the
strong link of thy love and let my
hand lamp be the Bible, and. heavenly
Father, keep all switches closed that
load off the sidings, especially those
with a blind end. Ο Lord, If It be thy
pleasure, have every semaphore block
along the line show the white line of
hope that 1 may make the run of life

PHOTO

hang on

to

It"—Washington

Moat Taetleaa of

"Clarence

have a

dtlphla BaconL

a

Specialty.

suit you.

can

Come and
our

see our

prices before

WE HAVE SLEIGHS Of
you buv.
EVERY DESCRIPTION.

MILLETT,

H. P.

^-^=^Church Street, SOUTH PARIS.

Kodaks, Cameras,

AND

Largest Stock !

30

Eastman Kodaks,

to

50 per

for the

20

!
Supplies
Lowest Prices !

Photo

per cent discount from

catalogue.

ρ

All Cameras

discount from catalogue prices.
The Brownie Camera»
4x5 Dry Plates, 33 cents per dozen. Stanley.
You wouW
per dozen. Second quality 5 to 8 cents less.

cent

boys

and

Get

our

girls.

4 χ 5, 35 cents
be paying 45 cents per dozen if Hills was net selling them—a point for
you to remember. Brass mounted tripods, 65 cents. Ferrotype plate».
10 χ 14, only 7 cents.
Albums, 51-2x7 in., only 20 cents. Mount»,
emb. edge, 51-2x6 1-2, only 10 cents per dozen. Cheaper ones at SetsWe are in a position to otl'er you the lowest prices. When you find other»
selling the same grade at the same price we do, then you will find us a ilrop

lower.

before

prices

purchasing.

Vivian W. Hills,-

Jeweler and
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Regular subscription price,
$1.60 per year.

Men.

unintentionally offended

Printing Paper»

large variety and get

Star.

the aspiring young poetess."
"In what way?"
"He sent her a gayly decorated wastebasket aa a birthday present"—Phlla-

SUPPLIES,

We

right angles, they pass through without confusion, and no bird changes
masters.—Scrlbner's Magazine.

I

Maine.

Norway,

WANT A NEW SLEIGH?

Turkey Drove· In Athena.
The turkey merchant is the most
wonderful of street venders. He arrives with 200 or 300 birds, which he
drives about town for a week or two,
selling them one by one. lie Is armed
with η long pole, with which he touches up lazy or quarrelsome birds.
They
gobble continuously, and he shouts
above the din, "Gallons, gallapotila,
guilopules!" ("Turkey cocks, little turkeys, little hen turkeys!") When one
drove meets another face to face or at

Tor?"

Libby,

Miss

without stopping. And, Lord, give us
the Ten Commandments for a schedule, and when I have finished the run
on schedule time und pulled Into the
grout dark station of death may thou,
the Superintendent of the universe,
say, 'Weil done, thou good and faithful
servant; come and sign the pay roll and
receive your check for eternal happiness.' "— Rallroud Gazette.

"Oh, nothing particular.
There Is only one sword factory in gas meter I would like to enter, thaff
United
a
Massachusetts
the
States,
all."—TltrBlts.
concern, and that one has ample capacA Refutation.
ity for supplying the domestic demand
"They are accusing you of trying to
for swords. The saj»er lost Its efficiency
as a cavalry weapon as far back as the take money out of the public treasury
war of the rebellion, and the Increased and give It away."
"Now, isn't that nonsense!" exclaimrauge of rifles has made the sword
equally obsolete as an Implement of ed the cold blooded politician. "Any·
actual combat. It Is about as danger- body who knows me knows that If I
ous now as a bandmaster's baton and could get money out of the public
serves much the same purpose.—New
treasury I wouldn't give It away. I'd
ïork Tribune.

*£·"

Agent·' Balance»
h tereat and Rents
AII other aaeet»

the relief obtained was but a makeshift,
for the ache returns. There's a way to
do it so the ache will not come back.

one

as he
of them will rise to attention
I
hears my step approach the pen.
six
have had these young ones about
Tbey don't live long when
months.
cooped up, and they will come freely
of
to my hand to eat or drink. Some
them are so tame that they will climb
not the
to my shoulder and display
«lightest alarm at being touched. They
so much faith In all

nVaVBAKCE
CUMPAar,
Hartford, Comb.
ASSETS DEC. 51,19U0.

Eetate,
Mortgage
Stocka and Bond·,
Laah In offlce and bank
Real

wu

Any reader who has had backache and
found relief by rubbing tûe back with
liniments and lotions, understands that

mon of the past debated great quesW«od That Canee· ûneeilng.
tions. If the clock could only talk, It
could tell many tales of dramatic InterAmong Its many curious products
South Africa Includes the "sneeze
est.
Upon the mahogany case Is carved a wood" tree, which takes Its name from
large shield, with stars to represent the the fact that one cannot cut It with a
states. When the clock was built, there saw without sneezing, as the fine dust
were only 17 states In the Union.— has exactly ihe effect of snuff. Even
In planing the wood It will sometimes
Washington Tost.
No Insect, worm or
cause sneezing.
A Queen Who Married Her Brother*. barnacle will touch It It is very bitter
At 17 years of age Cleopatra was to the taste, and when placed In water
married to hor half brother, Ptolemy It will sink. The color is light brown
Dlonysius, who was then 13. This was and the grain very close and bard.
because of the will of his father, who For dock work, piers or Jetties It Is a
left him the throne on condition of the useful timber, lasting a long while onmarriage with his sister. They reigned ier water.
Jointly under the guardianship of the
A Good Runner.
Romans until Cleopatra became dissatisfied with her brother's attempt to
Is this the gas com"Hello, hello!
gain sole power. She plotted against pany's office?"
him, and, obtaining the aid of Julius
"Yes; what Is It?"
"When do the entries for the next
Cœsar, she brought about Ptolemy's
death. Thereupon she married another race open?"
"We don't know anything about tho
brother, a boy of 11, whom she later
poisoned, assuming sole power 43 B. C. races. This Is the gas office."
With her death (30 B. C.) ended the dy"Correct; but I thought you could tell
nasty of Ptolemy In Egypt.—Woman's me."
Home Companion.
"Why, what do yon want to know
The Sword.
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